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Clarifying
policy for
assault

NCA

Administrators stage
forum on sexual
assault policies at BC
By Carolyn

freeman

News Editor

panel staged for Concerned
About Rape Education (C.A.R.E.) Week,
four members of the administration
detailed Boston College’s sexual assault
policy and what students involved in
the process might expect—a question
recently teased out by a pending case
by a former student on the mismanagement of his sexual assault case. Around
50 people (about 10 of whom were male)
attended to hear administrators clarify
the University’s policy in handling sexual
assault cases.
Rachel Dißella, the assistant director
of the Women’s Center; Katie O’Dair,
the associate vice president for student
affairs; Richard DeCapua, the associate
dean for student conduct; and Corey
Kelly, the student conduct manager,
In a

spoke.
“We know sexual assault affects students here at BC,” Dißella said. “Every
corner of our University has taken a
stand about actions and attitudes that do
contribute to sexual violence.”
O’Dair, in her role as BC’s Title IX
coordinator, oversees the University’s
sexual assault efforts and policy. Last
May, the U.S. Department of Education
released a list of colleges and universities
thatviolate Title IX. BC was not included
on the list, although local schools like
Boston University and Harvard University were. O’Dair outlined the resources
available to students who choose to
come forward about a sexual assault.
Students can receive counseling from a
confidential source, speak with someone
in the Women’s Resource Center, file an
internal statement to the Office of the
Dean of Students (DOS) within the conduct system, or pursue criminal charges
with the BCPD.
The decision to take any of these
routes, or to take none at all, is left in
the hands of the student, O’Dair said. If
she does recognize a name of someone
against whom previous charges have
been filed, she may be legally obligated
to take action. Although she has not yet
had to do that, she said, the University
would have to act if there were a repeat
offender or if a particularly problematic
location on campus were found.
If a student chooses to pursue the
conduct process, DeCapua explained,
a no-contact order would be enacted

One and done
Men’s hockey falls in first round of
NCAA Tournament, see page Cl
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Own It Summit

‘Own It’ brand finds place at BC with first summit
Alumni, guest speakers gather with students
in discussions on modern women’s leadership
By

James Lucey

Heights Staff
“This event is truly going to be a game
changer,” Barbara Jones, vice president of
student affairs, said Sunday morning before
a crowded Robsham Theater.

With this, Jones formally set into motion the Boston College Women’s Summit:
Own It, a daylong event co-sponsored by

Boston College Women in Business and the
Undergraduate Governmentof Boston College (UGBC) that aimed to “bridge the gap
between female leaders of the 21st century
and the millennials who admire them, by
shaking up the women’s leadership arena
and producing accessible events for college-age women.”
“You are in for an exceptional day,” Jones
said. “A day where you get to learn from each

other and from people who have been out
in the fieldand working professionally.This
will be an event that you will remember for a
very long time, and the lessons that you learn
and the inspiration that you derive will be
incalculable for your future.”
The day began with registration at 8:15
a.m. and ran until closing remarks at 4:30
p.m. The full schedule of events included
panels featuring distinguished BC alumni
and guests with expertise in politics, the
sciences, media, and business, along with
21 different breakout sessions addressing
a wide array of professional and women’s

issues, and two keynote speeches from
high-profile speakers CarrieRich, CEO and
founder of The Global Good Fund, and Kate
White, former editor-in-chiefof Cosmopolitan magazine.

Behind this year’s Own It Summit stands
a team of over 30 students that, according
to event co-chair Alexis Teixeira, CSOM T7,
was assembled in December and has been

hard at work for a large part of the year,
particularly in the realm of outreach in an
effort to attract an enthusiastic collection of

See Own It, A3
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See Assault Policy, A3

The first BC Own It Summit took place Sunday in a day-long event, with participants listeningto alumni and guest speakers in over 20 different sessions and discussions.

‘Splash’ invites creativity in the classroom
From ‘Game of Thrones’ to conflict in the
Middle East, a day of lessons at BC Splash
By

Arielle Cedeno

Assoc. News Editor

ARTHUR BAILIN

/

HEIGHTS EDITOR

For one day each semester, undergraduates teach courses to high school students in BC Splash.

Hundreds of high school students lined the
hallways of Stokes, Gasson, and Fulton Hall
on Sunday—switching between classes like
“Beyond the Wall: A Deeper Look into ‘Game
of Thrones,’” “Life Lessons from Spongeßob
Squarepants,” and “Get Real About Israel.”
For high school students, BC Splash is
an opportunity to engage with undergraduates in a setting that strives to be as creative
as it is academic. The program, which was
brought to Boston College in 2010, brings area

high school students to campus for one day
each semester, allowing them to familiarize
themselves with campus life and participate
in a broad range of classes taught by current
undergraduates.
BC Splash functions under the student organization Education For Students by Students
(ESS), which also oversees BC Soars and BC
Talks. Planning for the bi-annual event begins
at the start of each semester, with student
oversight from the executive board and the
two appointed directors—Emily Czeisler and
Alicia McCormick, both A&S T7. Since the
start ofthe semester, Czeisler and McCormick

have held weekly meetings for Splash, ultimately bringing the daytogether with careful
planning and coordination.
For Czeisler and McCormick, however,
their involvement with BC Splash goes far
beyond the start of this semester —both attended BC Splash as high school students
in the area.
“I enjoyed it a lot coming here and getting
to take all of the different classes,” McCormick
said. “I would always have such a hard time
choosing which one Iwanted to take because
they all sounded so cool.”
The two joined the executive board as
freshmen, and jointlytaught the course, “Professors, Lectures, and Roommates, Oh My!:

See Splash, A3
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THINGS TO DO ON
CAMPUS THIS

Listen to John Hampsey read from his new memoir,
Kaufman's Hill, as a part of the Alumni
Writers Series, sponsored by the
English department. The event will be
on Tuesday, March 21 at 4:30 p.m.
in Stokes Hall North, Room N203.
Admission is free and open to all.

Join Pam Hamlin, Global President of Arnold Worldwide and
BC 'B6, in the latest installment of the Distinguished Marketing Lecture Series. The
series connects students with leaders
|)
in the marketing industry. The lecture
will be on Monday, March 30 at 7
p.m. in Fulton Hall, Room 511.

NEWS
BRIEFS
White House
cites Reuter
In a report released last
month, the White House used
research compiled by Jonathan
Reuter, associate professor of
finance in the Carroll School of
Management, to discuss the conflicting advice that many investors receive regarding 401(k)s.
The White House is concerned
that financial advisors receive
commissions off the fees that
mutual funds collect from investors.

In an interview with the Office of News and Public Affairs,
Reuter discussed his research.
Approximately $l7 billion is lost
due to conflicting advice each
year, he said.

‘Snow farm’
on Brighton
This winter, Boston College
maintenance staff hauled about
60,000 yards of snow from Main
Campus to Brighton Campus,
where a “snow farm” was established.
In addition, 1,062 tons of
bulk road salt were used to
de-ice sidewalks, roads, and
stairs, according to Facilities
Services. The city of Boston ex-
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scholarship in honor

By Sophie

Heights

Jesus Damian Baeza, the schol-

Reardon

arship recipient in 2011 and BC
T2, led this year’s ceremony.

Staff

Ricardo Alberto, A&S ’l6, was
awarded the 2015 Archbishop
Oscar A. Romero Scholarship.
Alberto, who is majoring in
International Studies with a
Political Science concentration
and minoring in African Studies,
has been the recipient of many
honors and awards, including
the Ever to Excel award and the
McGillyCuddy League Travel
Grant. He also participates in the
AHANA Caucus, the SANKOFA
Leadership Program, McNair
Exploration program, and the
Mississippi Delta service trip.
Alberto was awarded the
scholarship at a ceremony Saturday evening. Yolanda Bustillo
and Giancarlo Sanchez, both
A&S T6, were also finalists for
the award.
The scholarship recognizes
a Hispanic or Latino Boston
College junior whose life demonstrates an understanding of
and commitment to the values
and ideals inherent in the life of
Archbishop Romero. He or she
must show involvement in and
service to the Hispanic and Latino community at BC, as well as
in the wider community.

Now, Baeza is a ninth and 10th
grade English teacher in the South
End. In his opening remarks, he
explained that he always knew he
wanted to work with young people, but it was not until he wrote
his biography for the scholarship
that he realized he wanted to be
a teacher.
He said that he came to realize
after graduating from BC that underprivileged meant much more
than just not having money—it
meant lacking social and cultural
wealth, too.
“Privilege is being a third generation college student,” Baeza
said. “Privilege is being taken to
plays and museums as a child.
Privilege is parents reading to
their children every night before
they go to bed. Privilege is having
parents who know how to fill out
their child’s financial aid form.”
His mission in the classroom,
Baeza said, is much like Romero’s
mission was in El Salvador: to use
his own privilege to help those
who are not so fortunate.
Rev. Don MacMillan, S.J.,
spoke of Romero’s work in El
Salvador. Romero, he said, gave
the people of El Salvador spirit

Religion and
disability
The Office for Institutional
Diversity hosted a presentation
on Friday to examine how various
religious traditions include or exclude those with disabilities.
The presentation discussed
how disability consciousness has
changed within various theological disciplines. In addition, the
talk aimed to raise consciousness
of perceptions and presumptions
held regarding people with disabilities.
Ultimately, the presentation
had the goal of moving beyond
accommodation to advocacy.
The event was sponsored by the
School of Theology and Ministry and supported by the Pyne
Endowment trust, which seeks
to educate theological students
about those people with special
needs.

I

Join the discussion with Hosffman Ospino, assistant professor in the School of Theology and Ministry,
for “Keeping Hispanic Immigrant Families Together: Catholic Perspectives.”
The talk will be on Monday, March 30 f
at 5:30 p.m. in the Heights Room in
Corcoran Commons.

of Oscar Romero

and hope. He followed Jesus in
others,
a radical way—teaching
healing the sinners, and loving
everyone.
Receiving this scholarship is
both an honor and responsibility,
Alberto said, because the winner
of the scholarship must be a bridge
between cultures, an advocate,
and an educator.
Marina Pastrana, BC ’OB and
M.T.S. TO, was recognized as the
recipient of the Rev. John A. Dinneen, S.J., Hispanic Alumni Community Service Award. In 2007,
she began to meet with faculty and
staff at BC to address the needs of
low socioeconomic students, said
Janelly Rodriguez, co-chair of the
Alumni Committee. Pastrana also
founded the Manserrrat Coalition,
which helped students for low socioeconomic backgrounds beyond
just financial aid. She now works
for the Catholic Extension Society,
traveling around the United States
to serve poor and marginalized
Catholic communities.
“I look out today, and I’m filled
with so much hope for the Latino
community,” Pastrana said. “You
are the future today. You are the
doctors, the business leaders, the
lawyers that are the seeds that
have been by all those that have
come before you. You will bear

fruits.”
University President Rev. William P. Leahy, S.J., took the stage
to announce the winner of the
scholarship. He talked about how
Gasson tower symbolizes BC’s
origins, what it is today, and what
it can become in the future.
“It’s made up of many stones,
many pieces of granite and limestone, that together make that
wonderful building,” he said.
He said that all of the people
gathered are like the individual
pieces of stone—we are the product of others.
Alberto said he struggled as
a freshman in adjusting to BC.
He was 3,000 miles away from
his home, and he wasn’t sure if
he would fit in here. He began to
find many mentors at BC, however—one of whom was Baeza,
whom he met while touring BC
and was later his RA.
“I’ve come a long way since I
was that freshman sitting back
there wondering what it would
be like to stand up here,” Alberto
said. “No longer struggling to
find purpose, I now know what
God has called me to do with my
life. It is to speak out against injustice—provide a voice for those
left voiceless and marginalized in
our society." ¦

BCMUN brings 500 to annual Boston conference
ample, roles can include sponsors,

their current selection and quickly
choose another running mate
while also staying on top of their

Over 500 high school students
from around the world flocked to

various chairmen of the commit-

campaigns.

As organizers of the conference, the BC undergraduates in-

tee, or being involved in the financ-

the Westin Hotel in Copley Place
this past weekend to attend EagIeMUNC, an interactive Model
United Nations conference run by
f5O Boston College undergraduates in BC Model United Nations

ing or security departments.

On Saturday, according the the
EagIeMUNC website, the Olympic
planning committee was criticized
for focusing too much on the tiny
details while theyneglected broader
issues that had a bigger impact on
planning the event—which caused
them to ultimately fall behind
schedule. The planning director
of the group told delegates that
they should have focused more on
large-scale issues such as security
and the physical construction of
infrastructure rather than spending

volved had to be dedicated to being
good hosts so that students would
continue to return, said Michael
Keefe, the secretary general of
EaglesMUNC and A&S ’l6. That
meant making the weekend fun for
the students, while also presenting
them with realistic situations.
EagIeMUNC is supposedto create an immersive debate experience
for students that will teach them
what it is like to be diplomats and
how to debate large scale events in
a realistic setting, he said. ¦

By

Gus Merrell

Asst. News Editor

perienced record-breaking snow
this year—the 2.9 inches of snow
that fell March 15 made this winter the snowiest of all time, with
108.6 inches of snow, according
to the Weather Channel.
In order to keep the University running, many BC Dining Services Employees stayed
overnight to ensure students
could eat. On Jan. 26, the night
of the first snowstorm, 55 staff
members of the dining staff
stayed overnight in the Heights
Room, the faculty dining room
in McElroy Commons, and the
faculty lounge in Stuart Hall.
“These recent weeks have
been an ordeal for many of us,
but it is our operations staff who
have had the greatest of demands
placed on them: keeping walkways and roads clear, maintaining our buildings and facilities,
ensuring public safety, and most
of all, seeing to the needs of our
students,” Executive President
Michael Lochhead said. “Their
dedication, professionalism, and
commitment to our mission to
educate, nurture, and care for
our students is truly impressive
and a fundamental cornerstone
to the special community we
have here at BC.”
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(BCMUN).

BCMUN, formed two years
ago, was originally a small group of
dedicated students. Now, it has 150
members with nine meetings per
week to plan for each conference.
The conference featured 16 different committees where students
could debate national and world
issues in a simulation of historical
and futuristic events. High school
delegates addressed topicsranging
from the Rio Olympics in 2016,
to the 2016 presidential election,
to the Unification of the Korean
Peninsula in 2025.
Included in the weekend-long
gathering was a keynote address
on Friday evening by Michael
Capuano, U.S. Representative of
Mass, and BC Law 77, as well as
a performance by BC’s Electronic
State of Mind at a delegate’s dance
on Saturday evening. Delegates
also attended an awards ceremony
on Sunday where the best delegates
of each committee were honored,
as well as the best overall high
schools.
High school students are sent
a background guide that assigns
them to a specific committee and
gives them a role to play through-

out the conference. For the Rio
2016 planning committee, for ex-

The presidential election of
2016 pitted students representing

the campaign teams of Hillary
Clinton and Jeb Bush against
each other. Students took on the
responsibilities of the campaign
teams, getting involved in different aspects from speech writing
to debate preparation to managing
and running ad campaigns.
The Unification of the Korean
peninsula was a futuristic situation
where students represented the
cabinets of both North and South
Korea. The background guide allowed the delegates freereign over
how unification could potentially

8:29 p.m. - A report was filed regarding medical assistance provided
to a BC student who transported
to a medical facility from Devlin

Hall.

Thursday, Mar. 26
12:12 a.m.
A report was filed
regarding police services at 90 St.
-

Thomas More Rd.
1:13 a.m. A report was filed regarding the issuing of trespass warnings
at 2125 Commonwealth Ave.
-

of water.

The conference also featured
fake crises that forced students out
ofbed at midnight, the situation to
be addressed by the participants
in teams. Students in the Olympic
planning committee were dealt
a situation where an angry labor
union representative threatened
a major strike that would disrupt
the entire planning process —they
had to figure out a way to appease
the workers without significantly
exceeding their budget.
Students on the Clinton and
Bush campaign teams were woken up with the news that their
selected vice president candidates
had falsified substantial portions
of their financial statements.
The delegates had to get rid of

03/25/15 03/26/15
-

12:12 p.m. - A report was filed
regarding a larceny in McGuinn
Hall.
3:44 p.m.

regarding

-

a

A report was filed
suspicious person in

Devlin Hall.
10:37 p.m.

-

A report was filed

—

Source: The

Boston College

Police Department
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500 delegates took part in 16 different committeesimulations at EagIeMUNC.

VOICES FROM THE DUSTBOWL
Who would be your pick to replace Zayn Malik in One Direction?

“Andrew Garfield, because

“I didn’t know who
that was, I had to
look up his picture.”
—Abby Tatter,

England.”
—Julia Bog'iages,
A&S ’lB

A&S T

regarding medical assistance provided to a BC employee who was
transported to a medical facility
from the BCPD.

Newspaper

The Heights is produced by BC
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and Thursdays
during the academic year by
The Heights, Inc.
(c) 2014. All rights reserved.

proceed.

POLICE BLOTTER
Wednesday, Mar. 25

too much time debating the quality

A Guide to Your

“I wouldn’t want
anyone to replace

him.”
—lzzy

Cruz,

A&S ’l7

6
“That adorable kid

from Ellen, Grayson
Chance.”
—Emily Anderson,
A&S ’lB
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Five student teams advance to finals of BC Venture Competition
By Pasquale DiFilippo

Heights Staff
Five teams of undergraduate
students were selected to advance
to the final round ofBoston College
Venture Competition (BCVC) this
Thursday. Ten teams participated
in the semi-final competition following the submission of their
business plans to the club. The five
advancing teams will compete for
the opportunity to win the $20,000
first place cash prize. This year’s
competition featured a record 37
team applicants for the competition. At least halfof each team must
be comprised ofBC undergraduate
students.
The teams Helpers, Postcard,
1950 Collective, Noggin, and CoßeHUB advanced to the final competition which will take place on
Monday, April 13 in the Fulton
Honors Library.
Each team presented a twominute pitch of its business plan,
followed by a four-minute Q&A
session with four judges from Boston-area venture capitalist firms.
BC alumni have recentlybeen gaining traction in the startup market,
especially in Boston. Two previous
competition winners are now
members of Techstars, a startup
accelerator that focuses on business
mentorship, with the overall goal
of improving the entrepreneurial
ecosystem in the city. Techstars is
extremely selective and only accepts
around one percent of startups each
fall that apply to the program.

The first team to present was
Mago—Chris Hermida, CSOM
15, and Charae Tongg, A&S 15—
which featured an online music
marketplace without sellers’ fees.
Mago believes that these seller fees
used by services such as iTunes
or Google Play drive prices up,
resulting in consumers moving to
streaming services such as Spotify.
Mago would utilize a Bitcoin-based
payment system, because digital
currency has almost no transaction
fees associated with it, allowing
artists to keep almost all of their
revenue. Mago will charge for
hosting at a flat rate, not for each
transaction.

Next up was Realyze—Dan
Sipple, A&S 15, and Adam Boyajian, University of Connecticut
13—which presented a landlord
analytic service that tracks rent
and apartment data utilizing a data
algorithm. Realyze will sell these
reports to investment property
owners on a subscription-based

service. The company will gather
public data and create a report
based on what the landlord desires
and use variables as well as similar
properties to determine the optimal rent.
Helpers—Xiaojie Li, A&S 17,
Sunny Luo, A&S 17, Jianing Wu,
A&S 17, and Andrew Ferdowsian,
A&S 16—is an on-demand tutoring service that hopes to address
the idea of online tutoring being
not as effective as face-to-face
interaction. The Helpers’ platform
seeks to connect students and tu-

tors together using an algorithm,

which takes in factors such as
time, cost, rating, and location to
find the best tutor match for the
student. Helpers hopes to launch
its open beta in late April with
a focus on the college market in
Boston and California.
Roche,
Bus Buddy—Sean
l
’
7,
Vaz,
CSOM
and Daniel
CSOM
T7—is a school bus management
platform with GPS and student
tracking to ensure that students
get on the bus for their commutes
to and from school. This software
is mounted on the bus GPS, and
the Bus Buddy companion app is
on a parent’s phone to track the
child’s bus.
Shea, CSOM
Perch—Thomas
’l6, Mujtaba Syed, CSOM ’l6,
and Andre Gomes, A&S TB—is a
mobile app that seeks to make it
easier for consumers to purchase
products that they see from TV
advertisements. The system allows
a user to select the channel you are
watching and displays the last 10
commercials that have appeared.
The app takes the product info
from the commercial and allows
you to buy the product advertised
with a one-click buy feature via
Amazon API.
Postcard —John Doherty A&S
’l7, Theodore Chapman, CSOM
’l7, and Jack Uesugi, CSOM T7—is
the first ever merit-based exposure
platform for Instagram. Users
select a photo that they “Instagrammed” and can immediately
share it with ten users on Postcard.

DANI ELLA FASCIANO / HEIGHTS STAFF

Helpers, Postcard, 1950 Collective, Noggin, and CoReHUB will go on to participate in the final round of BCVC.
Those users can then vote on the
photo by “liking” it or passing it.
If the photo is “liked” then the
photo is then passed on to three
additional users, giving the best
content and the best content creators the most exposure. Postcard
seeks to engage users by making
the platform highly addictive.
1950 Collective—Angela Jin,
CSOM T7, and Nishiki Maredia,
University of Texas TB—is a One
Direction fan clothing brand that
was created following the poor
selection of merchandise through
the band’s website. Currently, 1950
collective sells T-shirts and phone
cases, featuring images of theband.
The website has already achieved
60,000 hits and earned $17,500 in
revenue since its launch nine weeks
ago. In addition, the clothing line
donates 10 percent of its profits
each month to a different women
empowerment organization.

TightSpot—David Kim, CSOM
’l7, Gray Gotcher, A&S ’l7, and
a peerEmily Zucca, CSOM ’l6—is
to-peer microloan application that
connects lenders and borrowers
for small amounts of money. The
borrowers select how much money
they desire, the interest rate, and
the repayment period. Lenders can
then select who they want to lend
to at their own discretion. These
loans are collateralized with social
capital and should a borrower fail
to pay, the website will display
their information on TightSpot’s
website, informing the public of
their default.
Noggin Muhan Zhang,
CSOM ’l5, Francisco Mantica,
A&S T5, and Nicholas Shamlian,
CSOM T6—uses gyroscope technology with Google Glass to translate head motion into text. Noggin
will empower disabled individuals
by allowing them to communicate

spontaneously.
Burke, A&S
CoßeHUß—Matt
’l5, Chris Castro, A&S ’l5, Emaad
Ali, BC High ’l5, Gaetan Daphnis,
CSOM ’l5, and Doug Bent, A&S
’ls—is
an online commercial real
estate marketplace, seeking to
fix the problem of unreliable real
estate market information. CoßeHUB works with brokers to find
properties with accurate market
information. The marketplace connects buyers and sellers together,
with sellers paying a $lO a month
lister fee.
Judges Graham Brooks, Paul
Flanagan, Harris Komishane, and
Jack Garraghan, BC ’B4, gave parting words of advice and praise following the team pitches.
“It’s amazing that you guys are
all up here pitching in front of
VCs,” Flanagan said. “It’s awesome
that you’re getting this experience
so early.” ¦

‘Spongebob,’ college guide taught at Splash
Splash, from A1

MAYA GROTZKA / HEIGHTS EDITOR

On Thursday, four administratorsaddressed the sexual assault policy.

Assault code discussed
Assault Policy, from A1
between the two students, and an
investigation would begin. The
DOS works with Dißella as an advocate and with Kelly, who works
with an investigator and with the
students in question to develop a
report based on the testimony of
both students in question—the
students are brought in separately
for questioning. Following that,
the appropriate sanction is issued,
including, but not limited to, probation, suspension, or dismissal.
Once the results are decided, the
students are invited into the DOS
separately, so that there is no interaction between the witnesses.
“Everyone is met with separately,” Kelly said. “I think in our
experience that has worked out
best for everyone involved.”
The purpose of the conduct
process is to gather enough information about the situation to make
as informed and fair of a decision
as possible. The administrators involved work hard to make sure the
students going through the process

have all of the support they need,
Kelly said. She noted that being a
survivor is an experience that can
only be defined by that person.
“I would never want or try to
take that away from anyone,” she
said. “I would never want a student
to walk away feeling like BC didn’t
believe them or didn’t find them
credible.”
The difficulty in adjudicating
these cases is that they are generally verycomplex.
They often involve alcohol, and
situation
a
between two people in
which the interaction was consensual and then became non
consensual. In situations like this,
the student may not have known
that consent was withdrawn, DeCapua said.
Often, it takes a process of
decision making before a student
decides to come forward with more
information.
“As often as possible, we want
to make sure students feel that they
are given that agency,” Dißella said.
“But we also want to keep the community safe.” ¦

A Guide to College Life.” As
sophomores, the two now lead
the program, while also teaching
classes during the event. Both
emphasized the program as an
opportunity to teach a class with
a friend who shares the same passions and interests.
The teacher registration period for Splash begins at the start
of the semester, and any undergraduate can sign up. McCormick
noted the low time commitment,
as students are only required to
submit a creative course title and
course descriptionupon approval,
and attend an hour-long teaching training prior to the event.
Students are given full authority
in planning and facilitating the
class.
“Students can really teach any
kind of passion or interest they
have—anything that they’re interested in sharing, they’re welcome
to teach,” Czeisler said. “One of
the great things about BC Splash
is that we have a really diverse
course catalog, that the students
can come take whatever they’re
interested in.”
This year’s course catalog includes over 70 classes, taught by
over 100 undergraduate teachers
to approximately 500 high school
students.

ton University in St. Louis looking
to hold inaugural summits in the

Peace Corps Visits Boston College
Meet One-on One with a Recruiter

Contact BC Career Services or make an appointment through EagleLink.

(Walk-Ins Unavailable)

Wednesday, April 8 | 1 p.m. to 5 p.m.
Southwell Hall, Boston College
&

Choose where you want to go. Apply in one hour.
Make a difference overseas as a Peace Corps Volunteer.
peacecorps.gov 855.855.1961
-

McCormick said. “It’s a great way
to really make them passionate

aboutwhat they’re learning, when
they’re seeing—as opposed to the
teachers in their classes in high
school—students in college who
are passionate about what they
are learning. So it’s a great way to
transfer that passion.”
Czeisler and McCormick also
stressed the importance of creating a full experience for the high
school participants beyond the
activities in the classroom. The
incorporation of new programs,
such as the Splash Leader program, into this year’s installment
has helped facilitate this. The
Splash Leader program allows
high school students to connect
with undergraduate students, who
function as orientation leaders
for the day.
At the start of the day, the
high school students began registration at 8 a.m., and then were
assigned into small groups, led by
an undergraduate Splash Leader.
The students participated in a
brief orientation with their small
groups and Splash leader at 9
a.m., before attending the classes
of their choice from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. The Splash Leaders had lunch
with their assigned small groups
in McElroy Commons, and also
served as point-persons for the
students throughout the day.

BC Splash was initially based
on the nationwide program that

originated at the Massachusetts
Institution of Technology (MIT),
MIT Splash. In the five years since
its establishment, however, BC
Splash has developed and revised
the model to create its own distinct program.
This year saw the addition of
the parent program, which allows
parents to participate in various
programming centered around
admissions and campus life. The
programming included a welcome
panel led by Czeisler and McCormick, a talk from an officer within
the office offinancial aid, a discussion with Bridgette McDermott,
head coordinator of the Students
Admissions Program and A&S T5,
and a panel from undergraduate
students on student life. Going
forward, Czeisler and McCormick
hope to continue the program’s
expansion and popularity both
within the BC community and the
Greater New England area.
“A lot of programs have a
definite name on campus—you
say Appa, or 4Boston, and everybody knows what they are—but a
lot times, people still are unsure
of what BC Splash really is,” McCormick said. “We’re trying to get
more BC students to be involved
and really get our name across on
campus.” ¦

Students stage BC’s first Own It Summit
Own It, from A1

-

The program is free, and attracts a broad range of high school
students—from local high schools
in the Greater Boston area to students across New England, with
participants coming to BC Splash
from Connecticut, New York, and
Rhode Island.
“All the students who come
here are really making the effort to
come,” Czeisler said. “When they
sign up to classes, they’re really
interested in that topic—we offer
10-15 classes each time block,
students pick the one they’re
most interested in. We find that
the students are all really excited
to hear what the undergraduates
have to say.”
The topics cover a broad range
of subjects, with classes in the
arts, humanities, math, computer
science, science, college prep,
and other miscellaneous subject
areas. Czeisler and McCormick
emphasized Splash’s incorporation of creativity and fun in an
academic setting, as students can
take classes in areas that would
not normally be taught in the traditional high school classroom.
“We really get a wide variety
of classes and it’s a good way for
the students to come here and just
have a fun day of learning, as opposed to in [high] school where, I
think, students can easily get lost
in the day-to-day bore of it all,”

alumni and guest speakers.
“UGBC and Women in Business contributed financially, for
the most part and the rest of the
organizations contributed in either financial or publicity efforts,”
Teixeira said. “We developed a
very extensive email list and figured, ‘Whats the worst that can
happen?’ So we got a lot of ‘no’s’
but also got a lot of ‘yes’s.’”
Teixeira also feels that the outreach efforts of the Own It team
were bolstered by the legitimacy of
the Own It “brand" and its growing presence on college campuses
across the country.
Following the guidance of the
founders of the Own It Summit
at Georgetown University, BC is
the second university to formally
host an Own It Summit of its own,
with Notre Dame and Washing-

near future.

“BC alumni were also extremely willing to help out and
participate,” said Lily Peng, event
co-chair and A&S ’l7. “We reached
out to the Council of Women for
Boston College and basically every
alumni we reached out to said they
would love to come back and help
in any capacity.”
In addition to this assistance
from an extensive alumni network
of professional women, Teixeira
and Peng also cited the assistance
of a faculty advisory committee
in providing critical and insightful feedback from outside of the
Own It team.
“UGBC had a Summit last
year that they put on, and after
the summit I came away with a lot
of positives and a lot of improvements that I saw could be made,”

Teixeira said.
Aside from the dramatic increase in attendance, some notable differences between this year
and last year’s conferences include
male involvement and accessibility
for all students regardless of career
interest. Teixeira noted an increase in accessibility for students
regardless of their professional
intentions, unlike the previous
year’s summit, which largely pertained to careers in business and
finance. The 2015 Own It Summit
featured a larger breadth of topics and featured speakers with
experience in a much broader
spectrum of vocations, focusing
on producing relationships more
“organically.”
“Today, all students, not just
females, were invited here to
participate in this conversation,”
Teixeira said. “It is time for the
conversation to change from

‘What if?’ to ‘What next?’

How

can we move forward and make
our goals a reality? We can start,

today, by owning it.”
Given the substantial growth
of the event from last year and the
success of the program this year,
Teixeira and Peng, both sophomores with two foreseeable Own
It Summits ahead of them, feel that
going forward, the possibilities are
“endless.”

“With the student support
and the administration support,
anything is possible,” Teixeira said.
“They really believe in this event
and they have been nothing but
helpful and I think that this can be
as big as we want it to be.”
When asked about where they
intend to take Own It 2016, event
Executive Director Caela McCann
A&S T 5 jumpedin with an appropriately ambitious response.
“So far,” she said. “Conte.” ¦
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Presidential scholars set to air mental health documentary
By Kayla

Heights

knowledged previous student initiatives
at BC that have successfully worked to
promote awareness of mental health
issues, debunk the stigmas surrounding
mental illness, and establish their presence on campus. The students hope that
their film will augment efforts made by
organizations such as To Write Love on
Her Arms and events like BC Ignites.
The documentary is part of the sophomores’ year-long social justice project
called Unmasking Mental Health, and is
a continuation of their fall production
Tigers Be Still, a play produced in cooperation with the BC Dramatics Society
which played in Robsham Theatre during last semester.
The students wanted to continue using the fine arts as a creative outlet for
advocating social justice, and several of
the students’ interest in film gave them
the idea to produce a documentary on
mental health as a social justice issue.
“A documentary isn’t only a good
wayto send a message out to people, but
also keep that message embedded in a
video,” said documentary editor Jesse
Mu, A&S ’l7.
The students collaborated with various health care professionals and health
organizations from around the Boston
area, such as the Cambridge Health
Alliance, Boston Public Health Commission, Massachusetts Department
of Mental Health, Harvard Medical
School, and Brighton High School, in
order to gain a broader understanding of the impact of mental health in
everyday life.

Fernando

Staff

Each year, the Gabelli Presidential
Scholars Program’s sophomore class
takes on a social justice issue and seeks
to explore it throughout the academic
school year. Last year, the program’s
class of 2016 published a book of interviews with victims and witnesses of
the 2013 Boston Marathon bombing.
This year, the class of 2017 Presidential Scholars are focusing on a slightly
different, yet pertinent campus issue:
mental health.
On April 7, the sophomore Presidential Scholars will premiere their original
documentary entitled A Boston State of
Mind, hosting the event at 7:15 p.m. in
Higgins 300.
The documentary “seeks to explore
the topic of mental health in the greater
Boston area, with specific attention to
cultural and socioeconomic disparities
present in health care,” said Russell
Simons, A&S T7.
The audience will navigate the intricacies of mental health in order to
understand its impact on public and
private life. A question and answer session with the students and professionals
involved in the making of the film will
follow the screening.
The students hope that the documentary will further the dialogue in
the Boston College community regarding social perceptions surrounding the
topic of mental health. They have ac-

“We wanted to explore the different
dimensions of mental health, because
we realized that when it came to mental
health, you had to take into account
all the other factors and problems that
society threw at you,” Mu said.
The documentary aspires to be as
much an exploration of mental health
for the audience as it was for its producers in the sophomore class.
“We didn’t set out with a thesis in
mind—we just went on what we knew

about mental health from

affiliated with mental health care. They
hope that the film is not only beneficial
to these organizations but also inspires
individuals to become activists for

mental health.

“Our point is to raise awareness and
start a dialogue,” Simons said. “We want
to inspire other people to distribute
it themselves, both on a personal and
institutional level.” ¦

our experi-

ences,” Mu continued. “The shocking
thing was learning about the racial and
socioeconomic disparities present when
it comes to mental health treatment.
The problem is so much more complex.
A lot of topics of social justice all blend
with each other, such as poverty, educational opportunities, homelessness, and
racial inequality. Now we realize that
mental health has just as widespread
social implications.”
Low versus high income neighborhoods and private versus public health
care all play a role in the social perception and medical treatment of mental
health. While the documentary uses
Boston as an individual case study for
exploring mental health, its creators
believe the city’s identity as a culturally diverse, international urban center
makes it a microcosm of the country as
a whole, reflecting the general socioeconomic trends and cultural aspects
of mental health.
Simons and Mu plan to distribute the
documentary to various organizations

PHOTO COURTESYOF JESSE MU

Matthew Perryman, A&S 17, looks through educational mental health pamphlets.

Athletics prepares for week-long student athlete celebration
By Mujtaba Syed

importance for both student-athletes as

munity outreach by visiting patients at lo-

Asst. Features Editor

well as members of the University com-

Each year on April 6, the National
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA)
and participating colleges and universities
nationwide recognize National StudentAthlete Day. Created by the National
Consortium ofAcademics and Sports and
the Northeastern University Center for
the Study of Sport in Society, the celebratory day has been celebrated nationwide
since 1994 as an appreciation of athletes
who excel in their sport, in the classroom,
and in community service.
At Boston College, Student-Athlete
Day this year will be celebrated through a
week of events that seek to highlight how
athletes here exemplify the University’s
mission during their time as undergraduate students. Kicking off on Monday, April
6, the first event will be a dodgeball game
for student-athletes. On Tuesday, there
will be a pizza event during the women’s
lacrosse game in recognition of studentathletes. Wednesday evening’s event will
be a tailgate for student-athletes prior to
scheduled baseball and softball games.
According to Dard Miller, director of
learning resources for student-athletes,
Thursday evening’s event holds particular

munity that support them in their athletic
and academic endeavors.
“A Student-Athlete Faculty Reception
[will be held] on April 9, 2015,” Miller said.
“Representatives from each varsity team
invite faculty members that have inspired
and supported their education at BC. This
annual event, co-sponsoredby Learning
Resources for Student-Athletes and the
BC Athletic Department Student-Athlete
Development Office, has been held for the
past three years.”
Part of the focus with this year’s
student-athlete week is to better educate faculty members and others in the
BC community about student-athlete
life. While athletic and academic commitments are transparent and visible
to others around them, the community
service work student-athletes do—often
off-campus—can go unnoticed by faculty
and others students at BC. Many of these
service efforts are coordinated by the
NCAA’s Student-Athlete Advisory Committees (SAACs).
“SAACs have created a variety of
programs for National Student-Athlete
Day,” according to a description on the
NCAA’s website. “Some SAACs do com-

cal hospitals, while other SAACs speak to
elementary and middle school students
about the importance of education.
Some SAACs have hosted luncheons to
recognize the accomplishments of their
peers, while other SAACs have hosted
interactive assemblies at their campuses
for local students.”
BC’s SAAC has been directly involved in numerous service efforts to
involve student-athletes in the communities surrounding campus. Three such
initiatives, as outlined on BC SAAC’s
webpage, are Pen Pals, Thank-a-Thon,
and a movie delivery to the Franciscan
Children’s Hospital. The Thank-a-Thon
is a program involving student-athletes
with BC’s alumni outreach efforts, organizing personal thank-you calls to recent
University donors.
According to Miller, the Pen Pals
program demonstrates the efforts many
student-athletes make to give back to
their surrounding communities. The
program pairs each BC athlete with an
elementary school student at a local
school. Exchanging letters each month,
the elementary school students join the
student-athletes on campus for a picnic
on Alumni Field.

“Student-Athletes exemplify the
Boston College community service spirit
with a variety of activities: team service
visits to the BC Community Center, local
schools, and hospitals, 242 student-athletes participate in the Pen Pal program

with students from the Edison and Winship Schools, and an annual service trip,”
Miller said.
The week’s events will conclude with
a game and movie night for student-athletes on Friday, April 10. ¦

CONNOR MELLAS / HEIGHTS SENIOR STAFF

A tailgate for BC student-athletes will be held before Wednesday’s baseball game.

HE SAID, SHE SAID

"Can a

man

a

feminist?" be
Ah, feminism. Everybody’s second favorite F-word,
and, more often than not, the more controversial of the
two. Feminism has fought its way through three waves
and into the literary canon. It is marked by successes
in suffrage and social theory, but has recently seems
to be compartmentalized by the modern social justice
advocate.
Similar to the fate of kale, hot yoga, and, most recently, not vaccinating children, feminism has become
a 21st century trend. Though I’m not necessarily saying
there is something so wrong with Beyonce using it as
a performance prop or John Fegend dropping it as a
buzzword, I’m not so sure Virginia Woolf or Kate Chopin
had this type offeminism in mind when they envisioned
equality of old.
I think this equality, and what fuels feminism in both
men and women, is what the Fululemon generation has
lost sight of. Feminism isn’t about a hierarchy or female
advantage, but about the standard treatment of genders
and respect for people regardless of chest or breast.
If feminism is based off of equality, and not offof asserting one gender over theother, it shouldn’t necessarily
matter what gender a feminist is as long as he or she is
concerned with mutual respect. Fun fact: the first person
to coin the word and idea of “feminism” was a dude (a
French dude, but a dude nonetheless).
So, can a man be a feminist? Yes. Should men be feminists? I would think so—but for the right reasons.

Men can be feminists in the same way that my dog is perfectly

Connor Mellas

capable of walking on hardwood floors, but is for some reason
stone-cold terrified to do so. Asa young, dumb lab, she would
always spring around the hardwood in our kitchen, hot on the
trail of party mix or cheeseballs I was inevitably leaving. One
day, something changed. She reached the edge of the carpet and
seized up like a troll at first light, the delights of the kitchen floor
no longer hers to taste.
It’s the same way with dudes,bros, guys, and men: we’re all terrified ofkitchen floors. No, s—t, that wasn’t the point I was making.
I think a lot of men are unwitting feminists up through Elementary
School. We play sports with girls at recess, have “playdates,” and
generally just treat girls as friends and equals, which is the most
distilled beliefoffeminism: men and womenare equal. Then middle
school comes around, new lines are drawn, and our relationship
with girls change. For some guys, treating girls as equals—walking
on the metaphorical hardwood—becomes a way of the past.
Feminism gets a bad rep, and that’s a big problem. Identifying as
a feminist at an all-guys high school can be like painting yourself in
gasoline and jumping into a volcano. The worst stereotypes dominate. You hear “feminist,” and you think about the most aggressive
Jezebel opinions and a meme-ish portrait of some condescending
ultra-activist. But you can be a feminist without denouncing all
men. If you believe men and women should be treated equally, in
all facets of life, then you’re a feminist. If you don’t believe that,
then you’re an idiot anyway, so get on out of here. Kurt Cobain
was a huge feminist, and he was pretty cool dude. Almost all men
were feminists at one point. We traversed the hardwood and life
was good. Nothing is stopping us from walking on it again.

Connor Mellas is a senior staff columnist for The Heights. He
be reached at features@bcheights.com.

can

Sarah Moore is an editorfor The Heights. She
features@bcheights.com.

can be

reached at

Sarah Moore
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QUOTE OF THE DAY

Finding less conventional
routes to serve others
Boston College Model United
Nations organized and hosted the
third annual Eagle Model United
Nations Conference (EagIeMUNC)
at the Westin Copley Place Hotel
this past weekend. Over 500 high
school students from around the
world participated in a 40-hour
simulationof 16 national and global
events ranging from the 2016 Presidentialelection and the planning of
the 2016 summer Olympics in Rio.
On Sunday, BC Splash—a student-run teaching organization
held classes for students in middle
school and high school. Students
from around the city had the opportunity to attend a wide range of
student-taught classes from Knitting for Beginners, to Bollywood
Dancing, to the Cold War.
Programs such as EagIeMUNC
and BC Splash serve an important
function in helping area students
(and in the case of EagIeMUNC,
even some international students)
while putting the University on the
radar for their young participants.
Prospective students from schools
in the city might already know
about BC because of the school’s
proximity, but ultimately, outreach
is always an essential part of the
University’s role in Boston.
By participating in these programs, students are also learning about BC culture in a way no
admission’s video could convey.
The organizers of EagIeMUNC
gave up time on Friday, Saturday,

Heights

“The individual has always had to struggle to keep from being overwhelmed by
the tribe. Ifyou try it, you will be lonely often, and sometimes frightened. But
no price is too high to payfor the privilege of owning yourself’
-Friedrich Nietzsche (1844-1900), German philosopher, poet

and Sunday, and the student-teachers of BC Splash taught their classes
on Sunday afternoon. Sacrificing
their weekends, however, was just
a small part of what went into
these events, which took months
to plan.

It’s important to view this style
of local outreach as an alternate
form ofservice. Though the student
organizers aren’t going to homeless
shelters and feeding the poor or
traveling off to foreign countries,

—

Programs such as
EagIeMUNC and
BC Splash serve an
important function in
helping area students

while putting the

University on the
radar for their young
participants.

they are still performing service by
reaching out to people beyond the

What do you think?

BC community. Both are sustainable initiatives, and build long-term
relationships between the University and the student participants.
When considering the service
culture at BC —which
is often extremely competitive to even get involved in—EagleMUNC and Splash
stand as great models for outreach
and interesting alternatives to more
traditionalprograms.

Write your own letter to the editor,

email: editor@bcheights.com

BC sponsors important
discussions, forgets others
Yesterday, over 300 hundred if it were not part of UGBC.
students participated in Boston
“I have been told by administraCollege’s first Own It Summit, tors that if we ever highlight to the
previously hosted by Georgetown student body the homophobiapresent in our dealings with higher-level
University, Notre Dame, and Washington University in St. Louis. Last administrators, we will 'awaken
the beast’ of conservative Catholic
year, the Undergraduate Government of Boston College (UGBC)
newspapers, donors, bishops, and
hosted a similar event—the Boston parents, and we’ll be set back 10
College Women’s Summit. Own It years,” Bourff said in his speech.
was an expansionon the success of
Issues women face in entering
that conference. Sunday’s Summit the workplace remain at the foreincluded breakout sessions and front of American public life, and
keynote speakers, including Kate the Own It Summit was a fantastic
White, former editor-in-chief of step toward for the women of BC.
Cosmo Magazine.
It is disheartening, however, that
It’s heartening to see the Unimany at the University are still left
versity place such a strong value to stand on the fringes—that BC’s
on women’s issues—Own It aims efforts in gender equality must be
to empower and educate women. qualifiedwith a giant asterisk.
The conference included keynote
This is not to say that BC does
speakers and breakout sessions on not have any resources for GLBTQ
topics like “Cura Personalis” and students—GLC seeks to provide rel“What is Beauty?” In planning what evant programming and the Office
major events the school might host, for Institutional Diversity is listed
formative out-of-classroom expeas a resource online. BC does not,
riences like this should be given however, have a GLBTQ resource
center, such as that at Georgetown.
highest priority.
BC, however, has been less than The Women’s Resource Center
has some resources for queer and
eager to bring some other important discussions to campus. Ignaquestioningstudents, but following
tian Q, a conference that discussed the sudden disappearance of the
sexuality and GLBTQ issues in an Queer Peers programlast semester,
Ignatian context, will be hosted at GLBTQ students are left to feel
Georgetownthis year after BC deincreasingly unsupported at this
clined to host it, citing logistical isinstitution.
sues when deferringthe conference.
The Own It Summit was founded
In a speech given to nearly 100 stuon the idea that participants own
dents at the Rights on the Heights their successes, their opinions, and
II rally this month, Connor Bourff,
their differences, and in its future
executive vice president of UGBC development,the University would
and A&S T5, alluded to the battles be wise in embracing this brave
lost by the UndergraduateGovernmantra of the summit’s organizers.
ment when they have fought for
On issues of gender and sexuality,
GLBTQ rights. He mentioned that there’s room for more successes,
the GLBTQ Leadership Council more opinions, and more differ(GLC) would have been disbanded ences at BC.

The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 400
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The unbreakable tales of independence

SOLINA JEAN-LOUIS

EASTER BREAK

-

It does feel strange

to have another break so soon, but

we’re glad that we have it. Sure,
second semester always feels a little
more disjointed because of all the
stopping and starting, but another
break means that we have time to
travel, hang out with friends and
family, or just go home and sleep
it all away. After it’s over, we still
have so much to look forward to:
warmer weather, Marathon Monday, and the last couple weekends
of fun before finals season hits
and we all ship off for the summer.
Enjoy this break, y’all. Bring a copy
of The Heights with you and try to
convince anyone you talk to that
The Depths is a real thing.
ORIGINALITY I ran into someone
-

I hadn’t seen for a while the other

day in the middle of campus. When
I asked her what she was up to,

her response was, “Just walking
around.”
NEW RACKETS

-

After having equip-

ment with broken strings, curved

heads, no grip, and staples coming out of the handle, the Plex has
finally picked up new squash, ratquetball, and tennis racquets that all
actually serve their purpose. There
is no direct correlation, but we pay
a lot of money for this school, so
next time these things are bent at
a 90-degree angle, let’s just throw
them away and buy anew one, huh?
Regardless, we’re happy we’re not
worried about lacerating our hands
open the next time we make a dive
for a ball. Thanks, Boston College.
SHAKE SHACK It technically is a fast

Although binge-watching shows on Netflix is probably not the healthiest habit I’ve
picked up while in college, I do from time to
time find myself holed up in my room watching hours of TV. I am not ashamed to say that
this past weekend, I watched all 13 episodes,
the entire first season, ofNetflix’s newest
show UnbreakableKimmy Schmidt.
Left with a tiny hole in my heart after the
series finale ofParks and Recreation, I was
in desperate need of anew show to occupy
my time. Although I probably should have
spaced out the episodes ofKimmy Schmidt,
the show is working to slowly repair the hole
left by Parks and Recreation. After all, who
could ever hate anything produced by the
amazingly talented Tina Fey?
In one of her first starring roles, Ellie
Kemper (Bridesmaids, The Office) plays
Kimmy Schmidt, a 29-year-old woman who,
along with three other women, was imprisoned by a cult leader in an underground bunker for 15 years. She has just beenreleased
from the bunker in a small town in Indiana.
Although this seems like a pretty dismal storyline for a half-hour sitcom, Kimmy Schmidt
somehow manages to turn a depressing tale
of confinement into a witty, laugh-out-loud,
insightful story of independence, strength,
and finding who you truly are.
Kimmy Schmidt struck a chord with me
from the very beginning of the theme song
(which, in a nod to Americas strange obsession with zany news interviewees, presents
itself in the form of an auto-tuned news
interview of a man talking about the release
of the “Mole Women,” as the women trapped
in the cult are referred to in the show).
The man being interviewed says in a very
matter-of-fact way, “Unbreakable! They’re
alive, damn it... because females are strong
as hell!” The blatant recognition of the
strength of women by a man proved to me
that this show would not just be about the
zany adventures of a quirky young woman.

With that quote at the beginning of every
episode, I went into every episode with a reminder of how strongKimmy is, even though
she has only an eighth grade understanding
of the world. If she could survive in a bunker
for 15years, she can survive anything. The
series is filled with flashbacks to her life in the
bunker, reminding the viewers that, although
she tries to forget her past life, it still lingers
over her.
In an attempt to completely escape her
past life, Kimmy decides to move to New
York City and attempts to conceal her identity as a “Mole Woman.” Equipped with only
a bit of cash, her quirky personality, and her
eigth grade level of education, Kimmy quickly
finds herself in sticky situations and meets
various characters who end up becoming
some of her best friends.
Underneath the humorous layer of
Kimmy having to come to terms with the
slang, technology, and culture of the 21st
century lies a truth in her search for her place
in this new world. Not only is Kimmy in a
century that she has never experiencedbefore, but she is living in a city that could easily
go on without her. Instead of letting this deter
her from making her mark on her world and
the people around her, she is motivated by
her anonymity and her newfound ability to
choose what she wants to do in this world.
Asa young adult, this underlying theme in
Kimmy Schmidt is very important to me, as I
think we could all use some reassurance that
not quite knowing your place in this world is
completelyokay.
Kimmy Schmidt is filled with genius oneliners and risque jokes about current social
issues in our country, but that is not what
drew me to the show—almost every main
character in Kimmy Schmidt deals with some
sort of identity crisis, another theme with
which college-aged students can very much
identify.
Kimmy moves into a tiny basement
apartment with Titus Andromedon (played
by Tituss Burgess), a black gay man struggling
with his dreams of becoming a Broadway
star. Although he is afraid to embrace his gay
identity, Titus faces the brutal hardship of
being a gay black man in todays world. In a
notably hilarious episode, Titus discovers that
he is more accepted on the streets dressed

as a werewolf than whenhe is dressed as
his normal self. Of course, this is a comedic

dramatization on thewriters’ part, but it
depicts the struggle ofacceptance that many
gay black men face today. In the end, Tituss
realizes that concealing who he truly is does
not do him any good, and he decides to continue to pursue his dreams while dressing and
presenting himself like he wants to —not how
the world expects him to.
Kimmy also begins to work as a nanny for
wealthy Manhattan wife Jacqueline Voorhees
(played by Jane Krakowski), who turns out to
be hiding her Native American ancestry from
those around her to avoid the struggle ofbeing a woman of color in America. Although I
would haveliked to see this character played
by an actual Native American woman, the
struggle of racial identity Mrs. Voorhees
experiences was not only applicable to me as
I watched the show, but could also resonate
with millions ofyoung women of color today.
In a world where it is easier to be white, Mrs.
Voorhees chooses to conceal her identity in
order to live an “easier” life.
Perhaps the most impressive story of
struggle and triumph, Kimmys journeyto
adulthood and independence proves that
females truly are “strong as hell!” Kimmy
moves to New York City by herself, helps
Mrs. Voorhees to realize that she doesn’t
need her rich husband to define who she
is, and discovers that 15 years in a bunker
doesn’t define her self worth. What, instead,
defines Kimmy’s self worth, and all of our self
worth for that matter, is that she tries every
day of her life to better herself and learn that
15 years ofbeing under the control of one
man does not mean that she is dependent
on others or is incapable of making her own
decisions.
Kimmy Schmidt shows us that, no matter
who you are or what situation you are in, you
are resilient. You are the only person in this
world who has the power to define your selfworth. Whether you’re a woman who was
trapped in a bunker for 15 years or a college
student struggling with finding your place in
this world, you truly are unbreakable.

Solina Jean-Louis is an op-ed columnist
for The Heights. She can be reached at
opinions@bcheights.com.
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food restaurant, but Shake Shack

reminds us more of Five Guys than
it does of McDonalds. And that’s a
good thing. The closest one is a 15minute walk away, but if we happen
to be starving and walk by one in the
city, there’s no better place to grab a
thick burger, fries, and a milkshake.
Our pleadingly hungry stomachs go
out to you, Shake Shack.

%/es oo*'
SHAKE SHACK PRICES

-

We never

thought a slab of meat and some potatoes could cost so much money.
PROCRASTINATION It’s getting to the
point in the semester where if you
fall behind, there’s really no time to
-

catch up. We’re trying our best to
keep up with everything, but when
everything is assigned in the same
two-week window, we realize that
everything is not going to get done
as perfectly as we want it to. When
it’s 4:30 a.m., and that all-nighter
becomes a stark reality because we
killed too much precious time on
Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube,
all we can do is sigh and ask why we
did this to ourselves when we were
fully aware of our situation.

Like Thumbs Up,
Thumbs Down?
Follow us
@BCTUTD

College should not be a
some spaces as safe, you imply that the

“safe space”

unsafe. It follows that they should
be made safer.”

rest

Eleanor Hildebrandt
Safe (adj.): protected from or not exposed to danger, risk, or harm.
It seems simple enough to assert that
students should be safe at college. But
once you move past basic, physical protection, lines begin to blur. Should emotional
safety also be guaranteed? What about
intellectual safety? Or is there a point at

which efforts to mitigate discomfort end
up undermining thewhole point of a
university?
Yes, indeed

there is, according to an
op-ed by Judith Shulevitz in 27ie New York
Times just over a week ago. Her specific
critique was the advent of so-called “safe
spaces” at universities, places where
students could retreat from potentially
upsetting topics. She led with the example
of rooms set up at Brown University,
during a debate on campus sexual assault,
"... to give people who might find comments ‘troubling’ or ‘triggering’ a place to
recuperate. The room was equipped with
cookies, coloring books, bubbles, PlayDoh, calming music, pillows, blankets, and
a video offrolicking puppies, as well as
students and staff members trained to deal
with trauma.”
At first blush, those “safe spaces” sound
almost infantilizing—Play-Doh? Bubbles?
Videos of puppies?—and Shulevitz’s use of
scare quotes betray her skepticism about
their necessity. Harping on safe spaces
misses an important distinction, though:
entering the rooms was both voluntary
and optional for Brown students. Outside
those spaces, the debate went on.
Individuals removing themselves
from conversations may be annoying to
some, but it’s individual. We only get into
real trouble when an institution stops
those conversations before they even
start —and
this is the important part of
Shulevitz’s piece. “The notion that ticklish
conversations must be scrubbed clean of
controversy has a way of leaking out and
spreading,” she wrote. “Once you designate

are

I don’t buy the slippery-slope logic—thatwhen a few people opt out of tough
conversations, such talks will end altogether—but she hits upon an important
point: controversy is becoming anathema
to college campuses, where we should reasonably expect it to thrive. For evidence,
look no further than the pristine linked
quadrangles of our own campus.
In what is surely news to no one, the
way that student speech is patrolled and
controlled at Boston College has become
a point of contention over the last few
months, and there’s been serious cognitive dissonance in the way students and
administrators view the issue. For just
one example, a spate of fliers bearing
the words “This poster is illegal” popped
up around campus a few weeks back, in
the time-honored style of let’s-just-annoy-them-into-capitulation vigilante
justice (see: twins, Weasley). In response,
as reported in a Heights article, Dean of
Students Thomas Mogan groused that
the facilities crew had to be dispatched
to “take down posters that were in some
cases a nuisance and in some cases a safety
hazard.”
Hazard (n.): a potential source of danger, peril, or injury. (E.g., a piece ofpaper?)
Now, it’s not that there’s no free speech
here at all. Go one or two steps down from
the bogeyman that is the capital-A Administration, and it’s clear that a lot of professors and administrators are willing to
grapple with tough issues. Last week was a
prime example: the annual Concern About
Rape Education (C.A.R.E.) Week was
in full force, with a plethora of stickers,
t-shirts, social media posts, and events.
On Wednesday, the history department
hosted its third “Feminist Coming Out
Day,” using buttons and cake to nudge students into a discussion of women’s rights.
These are complex and relevant subjects.
Bringing them to light and making them
the focal point of campus discussion, be it
for a week or a day, is hugely important.
But as much value as there is in
premeditated conversations facilitated by
professionals, those are only part of what
makes a university an intellectually engag-

ing place. If everypublic conversation is
stuck within the parameters of top-down

approval, then dialogues will never develop as fully as they should.
This seems to be something of an

A night at
the movies
Zachary Russf.i.i,
My dad and I have found a sort of
tradition in going to the movies together.
After dinner we get in the car and drive
for 15 minutes in the meditative hum of
the indistinguishable radio. We enter the
theater, laying down inordinate stacks on
moats of soft drink and hills of popcorn,
movie popcorn, the undisputed premier of
all the popcorns (save it, Orville 97 percent
fat free). Thoughtlessly, we sink back into
the semi-plush seats and whip down the
armrests. The lights die and the chatter
hushes. We are not just watching a movie;
we are at the movies.
The previews commence. Now obsoletes due to at-home streaming, previews
are no longer included in today’s at-home
experience. The theatre, though, still
presents them in all their glory. Let me be
explicit: you do not have to watch the previews, you get to. The judgement inherent
in preview-watching turns mere mortals
into opinionated demigods.
Directors, writers, and producers have
poured millions of dollars and thousands of
hours into feature-length films, which then
must be laboriously distilled down to twominute cinematic trailers, the purpose of
which are to convey the film’s every merit
and idiosyncrasy while simultaneously
leaving the majority of the plot hidden.
Seconds after the first trailer, my eyes roll
languidly over to my dad’s. “That looks
dumb.”
“Yeah,” he says, “that’s a not-see.” We
slap the top of the popcorn bucket, gripping with outstretched hands as much
mouth-substance as possible,practically
unhinging our jaws to violently shovel into
our mouths fists upon fists offeed, wiping
our buttery fingers on the seat in absentminded satisfaction. The next clip runs. A
tank artfully explodes. Brad Pitt cracks a
joke. “That looks good,” we concur through
diligent bouts of chewing. We adjust our
laurel crowns, pluck grapes from the stem,
thrust our thumbs to Hell, and watch a
lion engulf a young citizen of the Roman

Republic.
The lights fully extinguish and the
theatre air thickens in anticipation of the
two hours we actually

paid to see. Yet we

inconvenient truth for the powers that be.

are already content with our conclusions:

The second Rights on the Heights rally,
which took place two Fridays back, appeared to give administrators the impression that students are finding problems
where none exist. “The irony of this is that
the students who were given a permit... to
go ahead and have a forum where they’re
exercising their free speech rights are the
same students who are saying there’s no
free speech on campus,” Mogan said.
Oxymoron (n.): a figure of speech combining incongruous, self-contradictory
terms. (E.g., “permitted free speech.”)
I get it, I do. Controversy is messy.
Nonprofit or not, religious or not, every
school is also a business. Businesses have
brands, and brands are more enticing
when they stick to the unalloyed positives.
If BC wants to entice students to accept
a $63,000 (and rising) price tag, peppy
videos and palatable blurbs on the Portal
homepage are crucial. And that’s fine. But
it’s also reasonable for students to expect
that once they commit to BC and try to
make this campus their home, they will
not be stonewalled when they try to do
what, ostensibly, they came to college to
do: discuss and, through discussion, learn.
A well-rounded education is not confined
to classrooms—and it’s not always pretty.
People are going to encounter things
they don’t like, and they should: life is not
a safe space. If someone has a problem,
they can choose to argue or to remove
themselves from the situation. But that
should be an individual decision and not
an institutional one. And that’s what the
issue of campus free speech comes down
to: students asserting their right to have
these uncomfortable conversations—with-

two monosyllabic affirmations, a

out prior

approval.

Nuisance (n.): a person, thing, or
circumstance causing inconvenience or

(E.g., BC students speaking
their minds.)

annoyance.

Eleanor Hildebrandt is a former editor-in-ehief o/The Heights. She can be
reached at opinions@bcheights.com.

The opinions and commentaries of the staffcolumnists and cartoonists appearing on this page represent the views of
the author or artist of that particular piece, and not necessarily the views of The Heights. Any of the columnists and
artists for the Opinions section of The Heights can be reached at opinions@bcheights.com.

sheepish

concession, and many disapproving grunts.
When darkness descends upon a
theatre, families, couples, teenagers, and
singletons become a unified organism: the
audience, composed of individual parts but
all under the common sway of spectacle.
Empathetic sighs, endearing “aw’”s, and
collective laughs—the audience is rarely
split halfway down the middle. Certainly, a
sort of mob mentality guides the ethos of
the patrons, gathered under a cohesive regime whose truths are self-evident: that all
movie goers are created equal and that they
are endowed by the excessive entrance fee
certain inalienable rights, that among these
are an enjoyable, and eminently silent,
experience. Only at the movies can you justifiably yell at someone for talking, which
logically seems to check out... This type of
behavior is nearly unacceptable at a homeviewing, an event more often social than
cinematic. In a darkened theatre, however,
everyone has journeyed so far and paid so
much that entertainment is no longer an
option. It is required, necessitated.
I have paid $l2 to live under a set of
societal impositions that force me to focus
on one piece of stimulus for more than 10
minutes. There is absolutely nothing else
(acceptable) for me to do besides watch the
movie. Only recently haveI realized that
I don’t pay for the panoramic grandeur; I
spend $l2 to not be distracted. The rest is
bonus.
Going out to the movies is much more
than simply watching a movie. While the
previews elevate our consumerism to a
status nearly divine, the actual feature
corrals thewhirlwind ofsensory intake
that composes our everyday lives into one,
neat zephyr. While I’m at home watching
a movie, I’m also reading its review and
tweeting about the movie I’m missing. It’s
monstrous. I’m a monster. Perhaps counterintuitively, at the movies, it is the social
coercion and its nearly dictatorial regard
for silence that frees us from our frantic
need for stimulation, so that we may detox
on a steady stream of unbroken media.

Zachary Russell is an op-ed columnist
for The Heights. She can be reached at
opinions@bcheights.com.
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Own It Summit

Putting cracks in the glass ceiling
CORINNE DUFFY FEATURES EDITOR
CEO Carrie Rich on pursuing the ‘global good’
In 2012 and at the age of 26, Carrie Rich—-

then the senior director of vision translation at
Inova Health System—received a gift of $lOO
from her boss to use toward her cause of choice.
Rich then reached out to her entire address
book, emailing each of her contacts and asking
that they contribute to help her reach a goal of
$6,000, money she would split evenly between
six organizations with which she had previously
volunteered. Two weeks and $6,052 later, an
sum
anonymous donor put forth $1 million—a
that her boss then matched.
With this unprecedented amount of money
Rich co-founded and is now the CEO of The
Global Good Fund, an organization that measures and accelerates the development of young,
social entrepreneurs —60 percent of whom are
women—and their impact on the surrounding
world through investment, networking, and
mentorship. The Global Good Fund subsequently inspired Rich to co-author the national
reputable, Handelsblatt’s Top 5 Business Book,
Sustainability for Healthcare Management:
A Leadership Imperative —together, two feats
through which she has earned the POLITICO
Women Who Rule Award, the Stevie Award for
Women in Business, the Asian Social Innovation CEO of the Year award, and publication in
Under3oCEO, The Huffington Post, and Forbes,
among other honors.
On Sunday, Rich delivered the first of two
keynote speeches during the Boston College
Women’s Summit: Own It, descanting on the
strategic notion that discovering, growing, and
empowering leaders will foster solutions to
complex social problems and ultimately achieve
“the global good.”
Captivating the audience throughout the
entirety of her 30-minute speech, Rich discussed
her journey to The Global Good Fund, replete
with trials and tribulations, successes and failures along the way. Since the age of 14 when
she and her friends co-founded a Jamaica-based
nonprofit that aimed to increase literacythrough
educational partnerships, Rich has shown a passion for global entrepreneurship. She spokeabout

many challenging and uncomfortable experiences: joining the step team despite her ballet
background and status as a racial minority at 18,

co-founding and working for a jersey-cleaning
franchise at 19, being accused of unfounded plagiarism by her mentor when she was an adjunct
faculty member at Georgetown University at 24,
and—what she cited as a particularly significant
adversity—being accused of sleeping with her
boss to get to her position at 27.
“So, I had a choice—l mean, I felt like I wanted
to either cry or scream, and both would have
been fine—but at the same time 200 Nigerian
girls were taken from their families,” Rich said.
“And I thought, ‘You know, my plight isn’t so bad
here.’ So, the biggest thing I could do was hold my
head high, have integrity, and demonstrate why I
was there in the first place, why I deserved to be
where I was. And that’s what I continued to do,
and I ended up over the next six months getting
promotion opportunities with other people in
the company.”
Today, Rich and The Global Good Fund seek
high-potential entrepreneurs across the globe
who are passionate about effecting positive
change—in areas ranging from healthcare sustainability and infrastructure to rural education
and unemployment—for
15-month fellowships
wherein an individual is paired with an expert
in his or her field. “When you match people who
know what they’re doing, who have experience,
with young, passionate, hardworking entrepreneurs who care about giving back to the world,
it’s pretty incredible what a catalyst we can create
together.”
Rich emphasizedthe necessity ofpartnership,
discipline, surrounding oneselfwith inspirational
people who will empower him or her, and going
the extra mile throughout one’s career—and life
as a whole. When faced with adversity, she urges
individuals to focus on expressing gratitude and
pursuing one’s own passions despite what other
people think. “When you choose to put your
heart and soul into things, there will be people
who want you to fail,” she said. “You just need to
hold your head high with integrity.” ¦

Kate White moves beyond the ‘Cosmo’ headlines
I“ want to start with a little confession,
okay, just to clear the air, get it on the table.
Yes, I’m the woman who used to write those
crazy Cosmo cover lines, like, ‘Mattress
moves so hot, his thighs will burst into
flames.’ I just wanted to get that out there
so we’re all on the same page. But I’m not
going to talk about any of that today. I’m not
going to talk about sex, or men, or love—unless you beg me later—l want to talk about
success. And not just owning success, but
sustaining it, and growing it, and really being
able to savor it.”
Abandoning the podium and instead
walking the length of the stage to address
the audience at the Own It Summit, Kate
White—former
editor-in-chief of Cosmopolitan and four other major magazines,
New York Times bestselling author, and one
of CEOworld.com’ s 15 Best Career Experts
to Follow on Twitter —began
the latter of the
two keynote speeches with the aforementioned bit, and her energetic hilarity endured
throughout the rest of the talk.
White focused on illustrating what she
asserts are three central strategies for success during her keynote, drawing on her own
career trajectory in compiling the advice:
one, “go big or go home”; two, “stop worrying, once and for all, about what people
think about you”; and three, “learn to drain
the swamp when you’re up to your neck in
alligators.”
After winning Glamour magazine’s Top
10 College Women contest with what she
called a “rule-breaking” essay and thereby
getting her foot in the door, White traveled to Manhattan to pursue a career in the
magazine industry.
Successfully attaining a job at Glamour,
she gradually made her way through Child
magazine, Working Woman, and Redbook to
the top of Cosmo, where she would remain
for 14 years starting in 1998 —and for which
she would increase circulation by 700,000.
“I took it into the digital age and made

it number one on the newsstand in the

United States—it’s
now number three, but
that’s not my problem any more,” White
said, laughing.
White voluntarily left Cosmopolitan to
kickstart her freelance writing career. “The
only downside of working for myself is I
know the boss is a bitch,” she said.
She has since authored several bestselling nonfiction works, such as / Shouldn’t Be
Telling You This: How to Askfor the Money,
Snag the Promotion and Create the Career
You Deserve, and Why Good Girls Don’t Get
Ahead but Gutsy Girls Do, in addition to
suspense novels including If Looks Could
Kill and Eyes on You.
As compared to nonfiction, White discussed the challenges inherent in composing
fiction—a difficulty she is currently facing as
she starts her next book, which will follow
her upcoming release in June.
Noting the seeming elusiveness of success, White insisted upon the need for an
individual to set oneself apart from the pack,
urging that he or she ask, “Could it be bigger? Could it be better? Could it be bolder?
Or could it be more badass?” when building
a personal brand.
Particularly prudent given the media
transition from print to online, she asserted
that contact and curiosity are paramount to
creating diverse opportunities and establishing a fruitful career.
Also pertinent to this technological
revolution, she said, is the importance of
sincerely listening to and having younger
mentors in addition to older, more experienced advisors.
In closing, White articulated the need for
a woman to “be a mercenary for experience
and knowledge,” and she emphasized the
importance of setting boundaries and being
“the bossypants” of one’s personal life.
“This is me owning my success and owning my career rather than it owning me, and
that made all the difference.” ¦

DREW HOO

/
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The Johnny Hockey hangover: reflections on apatheticfandom
Connor Mellas
Absent ofblaring buzzers, sieve
condemnations, and the devilish anthem
of that accursed fiddle kid, Conte Forum
transforms into a smaller, almost serene
place. During a women’s or men’s hockey
practice, the arena echoes with the slap of
stick on puck, the instructions of coaches
and teammates, and the scraping and slicing of skates.
Down on the ice, it can get overwhelmingly silent. I skated around Kelley Rink
with a few friends one Saturday morning
last year, and I was struck by the intimacy
of the usually cavernous arena, lust four of
us were on the ice. It was unquestionably
the quietest arena I’d ever been in.
But for stretches of time on Saturday
afternoon, the Dunkin’ Donuts Center
in Providence was a close second. For
Boston College men’s hockey, the season
ended with a limp struggle and a kick in
the head—Michael Matheson was literally kicked in the back of the helmet in
the waning seconds in the game—as the
Eagles lost 5-2 against Denver, finishing

the year 21-14-3. With the exception of a
few scattered chants of “Let’s Go Eagles,”
complaints to the referees, and cheers after
goals, BC’s fans supported the Eagles the
same way they had all year: with shrugging,
muted enthusiasm.
Thus concludes the most maligned
and apathetic year ofBC student hockey
fandom in recent memory. According to
BC, 18 students took advantage of the subsidized ticket package and bus to regionals
provided by the University. Others bought
full-price tickets and travelled on their
own, but regardless, those who made it to
Providence weren’t particularly loud—they
simply didn’t have the numbers. As BC
tried to come back in the third period, the
arena was quiet enough to hear (from the
press box) a frustrated Matt Gaudreau yell
blow the whistle!” at the ref.
“F—king
The weak fan presence at games this
year has provokedpleas for attendance
from head coach Jerry York, indignation
from BC Interruption, and uncomprehending anger from alumni. Everyone seems to
agree that something has changed for the
worse: it now takes a small miracle to get
students standing and chanting in Conte’s
upper deck—but no one has a definitive
answer.

So why do the students (excluding a
very devoted, banner-waving vocal minority) just not seem to give a damn?

I think a lack of affectionby seniors,

for the senior and junior classes, is a
huge factor. Two years ago, BC had, by
its standards, a relatively mediocre year.
Coming off the national championship,
BC went 22-12-4 and lost in the regional (in freakin’ Providence). Yet, down the
stretch of that season, those games were
packed by fans, and everybody knew the
name of captain Pat Mullane. Mullane was
a good-but-not-incredible player, but he
was the beloved face of that team. Parker
Milner, the goaltender who carried BC to
its fifth star, struggled throughout 2012’s
tournament season, but continued to bask
in leftover love. Steven Whitney brought
a gritty, goal-scoring edge to the class, and
complemented Mullane’s more wholesome
image well. Even though Chris Kreider
and Tommy Cross were gone, fans still had
the golden boy Mullane, the exalted man
between the pipes, and the tough-as-hell
Whitney.
This year’s group had Gaudreau, but
his early departure left the class filled with
role players who never transformed into
charismatic figures. The junior class has
Matheson, but fans constantly oscillate
between elation and frustration with the
captain. This year’s seniors and juniors
are York’s two weakest classes in years,
especially compared to the sophomores
and freshmen coming up. That’s not to say

those guys don’t work hard and have heart.
I’m not sure I’ve ever seen anyone give as
much on the ice as Quinn Smith. There is
a legitimate feeling among seniors, though,
that our year was last year, the face of our
BC hockey experience was Johnny Gaudreau, and everything pales in comparison.
Senior apathy inevitably trickles down
throughout the underclasses—if seniors
aren’t leading cheers and getting fired up
for games, the younger students will feel
that, and act accordingly.
Short of a massive undefeated streak, I
don’t think there was anything BC hockey
could have done to compensate for the
off-ice effects of losing Gaudreau and not
having a charismatic maestro to help fill the
void. Gaudreau was likely the best hockey
player many of us will see in our entire
lives. Away from the rink, though, he never
showed much charisma. Awkward in front
of reporters and cameras, Gaudreau was
an interview nightmare, a walking, talking
cliche machine, and I can tell you firsthand,
he may have been one of the worst public
speaking students in the history of BC. But
the magic he consistently created on the ice
was so spectacularly visceral and intense, so
freaking beautiful, that he made us feel like
we knew him, like he was ours.
If there’s any merit to this theory, then
there’s nothing to worry about for the
future of BC hockey fandom. Led by vet-

eran players like Noah Hanifin, Alex Tuch,

Thatcher Demko, Ryan Fitzgerald, Alex
Gilmour, Steve Santini, Matheson, and lan
McCoshen, BC will contend for a national
championship next season, and anew
generation offans will fall in love with this
team as its own (assuming they all return).
The personalities are already there—Santini is the sheriff, the destroyer of worlds
and small forwards. Who knows how long
Hanifin will stick around for if he goes third
overall in the NHL Draft, but man, that
kid could be the archetype ofBC. Demko
is a dancing, singing goof with the best allaround goalie skills in the country. Fitzgerald has the fanciest hands on the team,
and real knack for scoring in high pressure
situations. Tuch and McCoshen just sound
like they belong in a 1980s sitcom about
rogue detectives taking down criminals the
old fashioned way—with their fists.
In an ideal world, fans would be better
than this. Theyd show up for every game,
stay for the Alma Mater, and make Conte
the most fearsome of road destinations.
This isn’t an ideal world, though, and the
party has to end sometime.
Take some Advil and tough it out
hangovers don’t last forever.
—

Connor Mellas is a senior staffcolumnist
The Heights. He can be reached at

for

news@bcheights.com.
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Privilege
the pastime

Rocky Mountain

LOW

Michael Sullivan
A kid can’t play more than one
sport anymore. At least, that’s how
most people feel.
In an effort to get a kid to the pros

or to college with a scholarship, an

increasing number of parents force
their children to specialize and focus
on one sport around the age of 10.
Parents and coaches believe it’s “the
best way to produce superior young
athletes,” according to Robert Malina,
former professor at the University of
Texas.
After all, unless they have the
freakish ability of Bo Jackson or Deion
Sanders, chances are a child’s best
opportunity to make it big can only
happen in one sport. Many contest
the benefits of this strategy, including
those at the Changing the Game Project, who believe that specialization
causes more sports-related injuries.

The motivation for specialization,
however, is justifiable.
And if parents plan on getting
their kid into school on a significant
scholarship, they better not have them
specialize in baseball.
C.C. Sabathia, pitcher for the New
York Yankees, said as much in an
interview with The New York Times
last season. “If I had a choice, I would
have had to go to college to play football, because my mom couldn’t afford
to pay whatever the percent was ofmy
baseball scholarship,” Sabathia said.
“So if I hadn’t been a first-round pick,
I would have gone to college to play
football, because I had a full ride.”
I don’t mean to knock America’s
Pastime. The sport, while declining in
popularity, still leads all major sports
in attendance. While baseball suffers
on national television, it dominates
primetime hours in many local markets, such as Boston and Kansas City.
“I’m biased, but I think baseball
is the best sport ever played,” Boston
College baseball head coach Mike
Gambino said. “College baseball is a
more accessible goal for many kids
than playing in the big leagues.”
But is baseball the most accessible
way for a kid to get to college? Look
at other big-name sports. To fill a
basketball team with an NCAA average of 16 players, coaches can offer
13 full scholarships to athletes. Since
basketball is a “headcount sport,” only
those 13 players can receive a scholarship, but coaches can give full rides
to each of those 13 players. The same
is true in football on a larger scale. Of
the 116 players on an average team,
schools can allot 85 full scholarships
to athletes—the
other 31, usually
walk-ons, cannot receive any grant-in
aid from athletics.
One number plagues college
baseball: 11.7. Coaches can only appropriate funds from 11.7 full scholarships to fill up 35 spots on a baseball
roster. Unlike football and basketball,
baseball coaches can give scholarships
to each athlete, as long as they offer a
scholarship of at least 25 percent.
In theory, those coaches could
divide that 11.7 by the 35 roster
spots —that comes to about 33 percent —and give partial scholarships to
each athlete. That’s still a lot of money
for the athletes to take on themselves.
Coaches don’t have the luxury of
this theoretical situation. Only 27 of
a possible 35 players can receive any
form of a scholarship. Baseball players
receive, on average, the second-lowest
scholarships per athlete of any male
sport ($5,806), according to a 2008
NYT report. Only riflery has less.
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Eagles head for an early summer with loss to Denver
By Michael

Sullivan

Sports Editor
PROVIDENCE, R.l.—The
Boston College
men’s hockey team lined up for the obligatory
handshakes at center ice. As the band despondently played the school’s alma mater, the Eagles
looked more than ready to hit the road. Many fans
who excitedly packed the Dunkin’ Donuts Center
now either held on to give one last salute to their
boys or aimed to beat the traffic before the Providence College fans swarmed in for the nightcap.
Everyone just wanted to get the hell out of there.
All but Zach Sanford. The forward hung back
from the mass of grounded Eagles. He eyed the ice,
bent at the waist. He waited, and waited, frozen in
his spot. Sanford didn’t move until team captain
Mike Matheson came over beside him, patting his
back to urge him onward. Finally, after a minute
or two, Sanford moved and completed the postgame ritual, before skating into locker room for
the final time this season.
It’s no surprise that Sanford seemed broken at

the end. The freshman, along with linemates Adam
Gilmour and Alex Tuch, had trouble generating
the right offensive chances against a tough defense
from the University of Denver Pioneers (24-13-2).
And now the Eagles (21-14-3) will end their season
prematurely after a 5-2 opening round defeat.
A slow start plagued BC in frustrating (albeit
predictable) fashion. The Eagles offensestruggled
mightily, getting off only one shot on goal through
the first 10 minutes. Meanwhile, two early penalties, including a high-stick by Michael Sit, led to
a bomb from DU’s formidable defenseman Joey
LaLeggia over Demko’s right shoulder for an early
1-0 lead.
The Eagles wouldn’t stay down for long, thanks
to the captain. Matheson’s shot from right in front
of the blue line whizzed past Denver goaltender
Tanner Jailletbefore he had the chance to find out
where the puck was, tying the game at one. For a
brief moment, BC regained the momentum.
But then the game fell apart on both sides of
the puck. A defensive breakdown with 6.9 seconds
left in the first led to a goal by Trevor Moore, his

22nd of the year, giving Denver the hot hand into
the first intermission. Throughout the second, BC
tried putting on some offensive pressure with little
success. On most of their shots, the Eagles went
wide with the puck, despite having good angles,
and tried to pick corners instead of aiming it at
Jaillet and getting a chance off rebounds.
“We lost the top firepower from last year’s
team, and it’s been difficult for us to score goals
[this season],” BC head coach Jerry York said.
“Goals are hard and don’t come easy.”
And then came the collapse. BC goalie
Thatcher Demko allowed a goal to defenseman
Will Butcher. Less than a minute later, the Eagles’
defense, looking defeated, allowed Denver captain
Grant Arnold to score his first of the season and
break open the game to a 4-1 lead. By the time
BC’s Ryan Fitzgerald launched the puck past
Jaillet with five minutes left, the Pioneers were in
complete control.
After the game, both Matheson and swing-

See Men’s Hockey, C3

New Eagles premiere at annual spring scrimmage
By

Tom DeVoto

Asst. Sports Editor

And
Michael Sullivan
Sports Editor
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Darius Wade and the offensive line were hot spots in a snowy game at Alumni Stadium.

The referee tossed his yellow flag
in the air as the play clock struck zero
on the Boston College offense and
quarterback Darius Wade. Head coach
Steve Addazio jumped from his post a
few yards away to rip into his playcaller,
ensuring it wouldn’t happen again.
Although the mood of BC’s spring
scrimmage was generally upbeat and
fun, Addazio took this moment to give
Wade a stern lesson.
With 58 first or second-year players
on the roster, he’ll have to do a lot of
that this upcoming season.
The storyline of BC’s annual spring

scrimmage was the debut of many new
starting players, given the departures
of quarterback Tyler Murphy and the
entire offensive line, among others.
The Eagles had a skeleton crew of
an offensive line, with most of the new
recruits replacing graduating seniors
not enrolling until the fall semester.
Sixth-year senior Harris Williams is still
on the mend from an injury as well, and
BC head coach Steve Addazio said the
main reason for changing the format
of the spring game was the lack of offensive lineman.
“How do you play a spring game with
seven and a half lineman?” Addazio
asked after the scrimmage, the half referring to the snap limit on senior Dave
Bowen. “You gotta have 10 guys—it’s

See Spring Football, C
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See Column, C3
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ALL THEY DO IS WIN- BC baseball had a week to remember,
beating up on some local opponents and taking a series
against conference rival Duke
in Newark, Del. Chris Shaw’s
walk-off homer highlighted
a dominant performance for
Birdball, which has emerged
from the ACC cellar to show
some life.
THE NEXT EPISODE With all
winter sports seasons over, we
can officially shift into spring
mode, focusing our attention
on blazing-hot BC lacrosse and
resurgent softball and baseball
teams. If only the weather
would also recognize that it’s
-

spring.

WEAREALL WITNESSES- It’s easy
to hate Kentucky. Most of its
players could be centerpieces
on some professional teams today. But you’re wrong if you say
that this is not the best college
basketball team of the past 40
years. Never since Bob Knight’s
Indiana squad of the 1970s have
we seen this kind of domination
in the NCAA.

THUMBS
BOWN
DEAD AND GONE

-

The updated

version of the AP Stylebook,

a standardized writing style

guide for journalists, made
the decision that the words
“dinger,” “jack,” and “bomb” are
no longer adequate to describe
a home run. We’ll never forget
the good times, “dingers.” Don’t
cry because it’s over-smile
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Birdball sweeps Duke in weekend series at Delaware
By

Alec

Greaney

are professionally recorded and

Heights Editor
There’s a certain amount of
discrepancy about the longest
home run ever hit. It stands as
a disputed issue because it’s impossible to know for sure—the
colorful tracking systems currently employed today in the
Major Leagues, and most prominently in the Home Run Derby,
have existed for a mere fragment
of baseball’s history.
According to estimations
in the Guinness Book of World
Records, the longest home run
travelled 634 feet, blasted clear
out of Detroit’s Briggs Stadium
by Mickey Mantle in 1960. Some
estimations have Mantle blasting
balls over 700 feet, but it’s hard
to trust the blind eye of sports
reporters.
Unfortunately for fans of
college baseball, not all games

streamed as they are in professional leagues.
Estimating distance is once
again wrenched from the hands
of the mathematician and returned to the on-scene observer.

Those who stayed long
enough for Boston College’s
baseball game on Saturday had
their own chance to awe over
a shot hit by the Eagles’ Chris
Shaw.

I“ t was one of the farthest
home runs I’ve ever seen,” BC
head coach Mike Gambino said.
“If we were playing at Yankee
Stadium, it would have been in
the upper deck. If we were playing at Fenway, it would have been
deep into the bleachers.”
Duke closer Kenny Koplove
had entered a tie game in the
bottom of the ninth on Saturday.

His team had just come back
from a 3-1 deficit in the top of
the frame, while his predecessor, Ryan Day, had allowed a
base hit and a sacrifice bunt.
With one down, Koplove walked
Michael Strem, bringing Shaw to
the plate.
Koplove left a 1-0 fastball
up in the zone, Shaw swung,
and Boston College (11-13, 47 ACC) had suddenly won its
second game of the series. On
Sunday, the Eagles completed
the three-game sweep, taking
down Duke (4-8, 19-9 ACC), 5-4,
in the finale.
Asa New England school
that doesn’t have the baseball
facilities to deal adequately with
New England’s climate, BC has
yet to make an appearance on
its home field.
Instead, Birdball began its
second should-be home series
at another neutral location (Bob

Hannah Stadium in Newark,
Del., home of the Fightin' Blue
Hens).

In this series, building off two
non-conference wins during the
week against Northeastern University and the College of Holy
Cross, the Eagles finally looked
at home.
Jeff Burke continued to be a
solid Friday-afternoon starter
for BC, hurling five shutout
innings.

Justin Dunn came in to pitch
the final four innings—he
allowed just one run on on two hits
and a walk, striking out four in
a save reminiscent of Lee Smith
or Dennis Eckersley.
Mike King, who has dazzled
of-late in the bullpen, made his
first start of the season, allowing
just one run and four hits in 6
1/3 innings.

Although Jesse Adams and
John Nicklas would combine to

blow the lead in the ninth, an
error to start the inning made
both runs unearned.
John Gorman didn’t have his
best stuff on Sunday in the series
finale—he allowed seven hits and
four earned runs in six innings’
work—but
he pitched just well
enough for his team to hold the
lead, and Adams, Nicklas, and
Dunn strung together a quick
seventh, eighth, and ninth.
This strong pitching is perhaps aneven better sign than the
22-1 win BC had over Northeastern on Tuesday.
The team has had the ability to score runs all season
that the pitching is
long—now
getting on board for the Eagles
(and the fact that they don’t have
any ranked teams left on their
schedule), the team is looking
in better and better shape for
a strong run for the postseason
in

April.
¦

Eagles suffer first loss of the year to No. 5 Virginia
By

Victorta Johnson

Heights Staff

stampedes
downfield with the Eagles at its
heels. The swarm disperses and its
A swarm of orange

mem-

15
13 bers
circle
the cage before closing in on the
net. The bleachers go silent as the
bright yellow ball slams into the
twine behind Zoe Ochoa’s back.
The swarm gathers at the top of
the arc to celebrate before heading back to midfield. As it clears,
Ochoa is at the goal line on her
hands and knees, staring at the
ground in defeat.
She slams her stick on the turf
in frustration. Her team has dug
itself a 6-0 hole. After gathering
herself together, she gets back up
on her feet to continue the fight.
The No. 2 Boston College
Eagles (10-1, 4-1 ACC) hosted
the No. 5 University of Virginia
Cavaliers (8-4, 2-2 ACC) for a
snowy match. The undefeated
Virginia
Boston College

Eagles hoped to keep their winning streak alive but ultimately
fell to the Hoos 15-13.
UVA came out strong and
stormed down the field straight
out of the gate. Senior Casey
Bocklet put her team on the board
first after sending a rocket past
Ochoa 15 seconds into the game.
From there, the Cavaliers
continued to push as the Eagles’
defense allowed its opponents to
slip through the cracks and find
the net. BC attempted to set up
offensive plays in order to spread
the defense.
The Cavaliers stayed solid and
denied BC any access inside the 8meter arc. UVA capitalized on BC
turnovers by out-running defenders on breakaways and sneaking
past Ochoa.
This became a habit and midway through the first half, UVA

hushed the crowd after amounting
a 6-0 lead.
It was clear something needed
to be fixed and coach Acacia
Walker called a timeout. “We

weren’t following our game plan
really well,” Walker said. “We
reminded them of the important
things that we were supposed to
do going into the game. There is a
no panic rule on the team and the
girls are so composed that they
refresh their memory of what we
are supposed to be doing.”
The Eagles came out and set up
their offenseto search for the perfect alley to the net. After 18 minutes ofplay, senior Cos vie Stanwick
found it, charged to the goal, and
put her team on the board.
The Eagles’ defense gathered
itself together and shut out the
UVA offense, allowing BC to slowly chip away at the deficit. With
the defense holding the Cavaliers
to only two more goals, BC went
to halftime chasing a one-goal
deficit with a score of 8-7.
Much like the first half, UVA
came out and scored. The Eagles
kept it together and responded.
The Cavaliers turned up their offense and broke down the Eagles’
defensive barrier. BC attempted

to retaliate but UVA’s freshman

goalie Rachel Vander Kolk denied
access to the goal every time.
With seven minutes remaining in the game, BC knew it had
to make a charge to maintain its
perfect season. Coming out of a
timeout, Sarah Mannelly scored
her fourth goal of the game to
end her team’s 13-minute scoring
drought.
Fifteen seconds later, Mannelly connected with wide-open
Mikaela Rix, who put one past
Vander Kolk to bring the Eagles
within three.
Down 15-12 and only four
minutes on the clock, Walker
decided to pull Ochoa and put
another offensive player on the
field. The team felt confident with
this decision.
“We’ve been in this situation
a lot—we
should’ve been better,”
Walker said. “It’s always a tough
thing with timing, when to do
it—if it’s too early or too late. But
I don’t regret any of the decisions
we made.”

The decision temporarily paid
off. The BC offensive players

pulled to the right side of the
12-meter arc, dragging the UVA
defense with them. Rix then

wrapped around the pack and flew
into the open left side and fired

the ball into the twine.
Ochoa went back in but as
soon as BC claimed possession
she was pulled once again. After
a save by Vander Kolk, it seemed
like UVA was going to have the
chance to run down field and fire
one into the empty net.
Mannelly denied the Cavaliers
this chance as she intercepted
the goalie’s clear. In the final two
minutes, BC rapidly fired desperation with no avail. Vander Kolk
remained composed and singlehandedly ended the Eagles’ hopes
to continue a perfect season.
The final buzzer sounded and
the orange swarm stormed the
field. The scoreboard read 15-13
in the visitor’s favor as Ochoa and
the Eagles vacated the field with
their heads hanging low. ¦

because it happened.
All things considered, BC men’s hockey had a
good season, but they don’t
have no award for losing in
the first round of the NCAA
Tournament. Drake would be
TROPHIES

-

disappointed.
WAY TOO COLD The football
team’s spring scrimmage, the
culmination of the team’s
spring season, was marred by
snow, just serving as one final
reminder that Mother Nature is
a jerk and hates BC sports.
-

Like Thumbs Up,
Thumbs Down?
Follow us
@HeightsSports

CLARE KIM

/
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Mikaela Rix scored five goals, but couldn’t power the Eagles to victory as they fell to the Cavaliers of Virginia, 15-13. UVA goalie Rachel Vander Kolk made 18 saves in an impressive win.
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ACC Atlantic Baseball Standings
Conference

Overall

Louisville

11-1

21-7

Florida State

9-3

22-7

Wake Forest

6-6

19-11

NC State

6-5

17-9

Clemson

5-7

13-13

Boston College

4-7

11-13

Team

Notre Dame

3-9

16-10

Numbers to Know

6
The number of consecutive wins for BC
baseball, including a series sweep of
Duke University.

-16
The combined plus-minus rating of
BC hockey in a 5-2 loss to Denver in
the NCAA Tournament.

18
The number of saves by Virginia goalie
Rachel Vander Kolk in a 15-13 win over
BC lacrosse, its first loss of the season.

Quote of the Week

“It’s always difficult,
as a hockey lifer, to
say, ‘Hey, the season’s
over. No practice on
Monday.’”
Jerry York about his
seniors following BC’s 5-2
loss to Denver in the NCAA
East Regional Semifinals
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A loss to the Pioneers in the East Regional sent BC packing
From Men’s Hockey, Cl
man Teddy Doherty fought back
tears. “I’d say that any time Boston

College doesn’t win the national
championship it’s not the way we
wanted to come into here,” the
captain said.
Despite the disappointing finish, there are plenty of reasons
for the Eagles to hold their heads
high. Both Doherty and Matheson
pointed out the adversity the Eagles faced early in the year. Many
outside of the team came in with
unrealistic expectations that BC
could repeat the same offensive attack they had last season, with the
“super line” of Johnny Gaudreau,
Kevin Hayes, and Bill Arnold.
A four-gamelosing streak in the
season’s first month and a Hockey

East laden with formidable foes,

like Boston University, changed
that perception. But York’s team
never gave in, fighting through
the challenging conference to earn
a tournament bid with a strong
January and February. Although
the team still struggled to find its
way when trying to score, Demko
and a powerful squadron of blue
liners kept the Eagles in every
game, often leading to 1-0 and
2-1 victories.
But in the end, it was the same

problem all season long—a lack of
offensive firepower—that did the
Eagles in, and it’ll be a long summer as York attempts to reload the

Eagles for next season.
“Sometimes the puck doesn’t
go your way,” Doherty said. “So
that’s that.” ¦

ARTHUR BAIUN
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BC looked to have regain the momentum after Mike Matheson’s rocket, but a goal with 6.9 seconds left in the first period led to three straight by the Pioneers. By the time Ryan Fitzgerald slid one past Tanner Jaillet, it was too late.

College baseball’s future looks bleak without help at the youth level
1

From Column, B

With this disadvantage in
the number of scholarships
available, baseball coaches
struggle to create competitive
rosters. In other sports, one
player can take a team from
middle of the pack to elite,
like Ohio State basketball’s
D’Angelo Russell.
The same isn’t true in
baseball, where superstars can’t
“make” a team—at both the
college and professional levels,
baseball clubs rely heavily on
the strength of their depth.
This season, Gambino has used
33 of the 34 men on his active
roster, and he doesn’t hesitate
to go to his bench even in big
situations.
For example, utility man
Travis Ferrick came in for
slugger Chris Shaw in extra
innings of the 15-inning loss to
North Carolina State because
Gambino felt removing Shaw
for a faster runner would give
his team a better chance of
winning. Given the nature of
baseball, it just isn’t feasible for
coaches to invest a full scholarship into one player.
“To be a really good quality
team, you need all 35 guys,”
Gambino said. “You need that
roster, you need guys all the
way through helping you out.”
Because of this system, players, especially those from lower
income and minority families,
are discouraged from choosing
baseball since it doesn’t help
get them earn scholarships.
For many, there’s no reason to
pick a sport that can earn them
a partial scholarship if there’s
no way the family can make up
the difference. On the other
hand, football and basketball
can offer these kids a chance
at a more heavily discounted
college education.
But the problems with the

sport start at the youth level.
The high cost of baseball’s
multitude of equipment forces
parents to break the bank.
Baseball players need gloves,
bats, and other gear that totals

around $450. For basketball,
all you need is a ball and some
sneakers.
That’s before taking costs of
registration for Little Leagues
into account, if any Little
Leagues still exist. To get recognized by college and Major
League Baseball scouts, kids
must play in travel leagues,
tournaments, or showcases.
Fees for those are extraordinary, totaling around $2,000
per year, according to The
Washington Post.
Pittsburgh Pirates’ outfielder and 2013 National League
MVP Andrew McCutchen
echoes this from his own experiences as an underprivileged
kid in an article he wrote for
The Players’ Tribune.
“When you’re a kid from
a low-income family who has
talent, how do you get recognized?” McCutchen wrote.
“Now, you have to pay thousands of dollars for the chance
to be noticed in showcase
tournaments in big cities. My
parents loved me, but they had
to work hard to put food on the
table, and there wasn’t much
left over.”
This has made baseball
an upper-class sport. Although nothing can pinpoint a
decrease in the economic demographic of the sport, many
statistics indicate a further
widening of the racial divide in
baseball. The number of black
players in the MLB dropped
to 8.3 percent in 2014, less
than half its peak in 1986 of 19
percent, according to the NYT.
It’s most notable in the college
game, where black players
make up less than half of that

MICHAEL SULLIVAN
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Numbers of black players in Major League Baseball have droppedto 8.3 percent in 2014. At only 4.1 percent, college baseball has half that amount.
(4.1 percent), according to the
provided
by the NCAA from the 2009-10
season. MLB is doing its part to
help out, developing an initiative to offer additional scholarships to prospective baseball
players, especially minorities.
Adding enough scholarships
to match the roster size of a
college baseball team would be
the best, and easiest, way for
the NCAA to begin reform.
Yet Title IX may restrict this
attempt, unless a balanced
amount of scholarships are offered to female athletes.
As Little League dies out
in favor of expensive travel
leagues and the gender-equity
hurdle for adding baseball
scholarships, the best chance
most recent statistics

for helping these kids comes
from organizations designed to

train young players from minority and low-income families.
The largest of these initiatives,
the MLB-sponsored initiative
Reviving Baseball in Inner Cities (RBI) has yet to show its effectiveness. A big part of that is
a lack of exposure, according to
Charles Saunders, a coordinator for RBI in Pittsburgh, in an
interview with The Pittsburgh
Tribune. Kids either don’t know
about the program or scouts
don’t pay enough attention to
the talented players that come
through it.
It’s not to say it’s without its
success stories—many players,
such as professional pitcher
James McDonald, have come

through the program. Yet many
don’t find it’s enough to solve
the economic inequalities
inherent in the game. Los Angeles Dodgers’ Jimmy Rollins, a
black player, replied with a curt
“whatever” when The New York
Daily News asked him about the
issue.

But Gambino thinks hope
for baseball starts with developing these groups. He promotes

The BASE, a Boston-based program founded by Robert Lewis,
as something MLB should use as
a model.
Although Lewis was unavailable for comment, Gambino
praises his work in transforming
the lives of young baseball players—last year, all 20 of Lewis’
boys matriculated into college,

according to the program’s
website. Lewis prepares his
players to compete at the level
of travel teams with his intensive
baseball and softball academy.
Additionally, Lewis readies his
student-athletes to succeed
academically, offering SAT Prep
and college counseling, among
other scholar-driven benefits.
And with programs like Lewis)
Gambino believes baseball can
help create better young men.
“One ofmy favorite lines that
[Lewis] always says is: ‘if you
think we’re just teaching baseball, you’re missing the point.’”

Michael Sullivan is the Sports
Editorfor The Heights. He can
be reached at sports@bcheights.
coin.
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WAS THE MEN’S BASKETBALL SEASON A SUCCESS?
Too many flaws plagued BC this year
Christian proves capable of rebuilding
By

Jack Stedman

Assoc. Sports Editor
The jury is still out on whether Jim Christian’s first
season as head coach of the Boston College basketball
team was a success.
The season should not be considered an outright
failure, as Christian has proven thathe has a clear vision and foundation for the program and has drawn
the praise of coaches like Rick Pitino and Mike Brey
as a result. That praise, however, mainly stems from
Christian’s ability to get the most out what was left
for him from previous years. For as much talent that
Christian has in that regard, this does not guarantee
sustainable results down the road. And while Christian
coached his team to several close games against elite
talent, the team’s many remaining flaws proved too
fatalfor this season to be considered a success in terms
of how players performed.
Without a doubt, BC’s biggest weakness this year
was the interior game, both offensively and defensively,
a problem which created an extremely lopsidedteam.
In a conference featuring centers Jahlil Okafor and
Montrezl Harrell, among others, this is inexcusable.
Finishing the year as one of the few teams in the
ACC with a negative rebounding margin, BC was
outmatched down low in nearly every game this year.
Notre Dame utilized Bonzie Colson and Zach Auguste
to dismantle the Eagles, while Georgia Tech nearly
ended BC’s seasonone game earlyby completely dominating the boards, out-rebounding BC 43-26.
On offense, Dennis Clifford never developed a
strong post game. As the season came to a close, the
excuse of not havingplayed the past two years became
more and more fragile.
In one of his best performances of the season
against Notre Dame in February—the same game
in which Colson and Auguste scored with ease over
him —Clifford relied heavily on having his mid-range
shots fall. And against North Carolina in the ACC tournament, Clifford often found himself uncomfortably
with the ball in his hands at the perimeter.
In the end, the Eagles were never able to improve
the sieve of interior defense, and the lack of low-post
offense put even more pressure on Hanlan and the
guards to produce, which is asking a lot from a group
of streaky 3-point shooters.
Evident in the loss to Louisville, Christian showcased a knack for keeping his team in games. Christian
added a new-look zone defense against the Cardinals,
and as a result, the Eagles would stay close to competitors for about the first 35 minute of games. The same
goes for the loss to Virginia, a highly competitive game

By

up until the last five minutes.
More importantly, the Eagles failed to finish against
more beatable teams in the ACC like Miami and
Pittsburgh. More failures to finish close games were
hidden in the doldrumsof non-conferenceplay. Before
Patrick Heckmann missed multiple chances to bury
the Hurricanes and the Panthers, the Eagles fell short
to Minutemen of UMass Amherst and the Trojans of
USC before the new year.
For as well as BC played in the first half ofgames, the
team unraveled just as much down the stretch. There
is still a long way to go.
Steve Donahue took over a similar team to this
year’s—a senior-heavy team with a proven star in Reggie Jackson—in his first season. After doing very well in
first season, earning a No. 1 seed in the NIT, he failed
to follow up on that initial success before being fired
three seasons later. After losing Jacksonto the draft and
Corey Raji and others to graduation, Donahue couldn’t
build his own team and the program went downhill,
culminating in the eight-win season last year.
Replace Jackson with Olivier Hanlan, Raji with
Heckmann, and Donahue with Christian, and you
are left with this season for the Eagles, in which BC
exceeded expectations. But as the situation with
Donahue proved, the first season should not be an
automatic harbinger of future success.
Although Christian has proven to be more than
capable of creating a positive team culture with a defensive spine, he has not yet proven himself in the most
important aspect ofbeing a college coach: recruiting.
Taking the position of head coach only a fewmonths
before the start of the 2014-15 school year, Christian
only had time to bring on one freshman, Idy Diallo,
who only featured in one preseason game before an
injury. Christian insteadrelied heavily on his two fifthyear transfers Aaron Brown and Dimitri Batten.
To solidify himself as a successful coach in Chestnut Hill, Christian first has to bring in at least two full
recruiting classes and build his team with his own
players. Rather than bringing in proven players and
leaders in the mold of Brown and Batten, Christian
has to create these players over four years.
While he certainly provided an immediate
upgrade from last year, success on the Heights has
come to be definedby NIT berths at worst, and solid
NCAA tournament runs at best.
Until Christian stops relying on inherited NBAlevel talent and transfers, no season can be considered a success, especially given how much the team
fell short this year. The jury is still cautious about
seeing into the future of this program. ¦

Chris
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More so than in the NBA—where talent breeds
wins—coaching is a huge driver for success in college
basketball. In that regard, BC’s basketball season
should be considered a winning one, even if the
record indicates otherwise. Given the depths into
which the program has sunk recently, the performance of first year head coach Jim Christian during
this trying season offers Eagles fans great hope for
the future, as the team appears to have found a coach
that has the ability to scheme a limited roster into
respectability sooner rather than later.
The first thing a coach must do to establish a
winning environment is to change the culture of
the team. Bad habits should not be tolerated and
accountability is a must. From the moment of his
hiring, Christian began to erode the unacceptable
culture of losing fostered under unceremoniously deposed former coach Steve Donahue. Players hustled back after missed shots, dove on the
floor for loose balls, and played cohesively within
Christian’s scheme. Botched assignments or lack
of hustle were met with an angry diatribe from the
coach and a rapid benching. Given a roster sorely
lacking an interior presence, he instilled the need
in his players to fight from the opening tip, a lesson
clearly adopted and symbolized by the grit Patrick
Heckmann showed in competing with opposing
power forwards.
On the offensive end, Christian emphasized
smart execution and sharing the ball. He empowered the players on his team to trust each other and
play for each other. Working together to create an
open driving lane for Olivier Hanlan or to spring
Heckmann for an open three, the team bought into
Christian’s mentality. Bringing in veteran graduate
transfers Dimitri Batten and Aaron Brown, Christian instilled a business-like environment around
the program.
Even if they were going to be operating under
a severe talent deficiency, maximum effort and
competitiveness were expected. Christian pushed
his players to take pride in their effort and desire to
win. The team’s culture rapidly shifted from that of
a team playing out the game to a team that fought
for everyinch on the court, a determined group that
opposing coaches admitted they did not want to play,
recognizing Christian’s tremendous changes.
To further raise his team’s play, a coach must establish his tactical acumen and havehis players buy
into what he preaches, trusting their coach to put

them in a position to win a game. The new coach has
drawn effusive praise all season for his innovative
basketball mind, earning praise specifically from
Hall of Famer Rick Pitino —praise that doesn’t come
easily. Offensively, despite only having one reliable
shooter, ball handler, and top-notch ACC caliber
starter (Hanlan), BC’s offense actually ranked a
respectable 99th in the NCAA per Ken Pomeroy’s
metrics, despite playing the 33rd-ranked schedule
of opposing defenses. Christian’s offensive scheme
was the main reason why Hanlan led all Power 5
conference players in conference scoring average
at 21.9 points per game. Keeping him in constant
motion and running him offof a myriad of screens,
the coach freed Hanlan for many more open looks
than opposing defenses wanted to yield.
Christian put his team in great positions to
succeed, creating countless open threes in pick-androll action, looks that were there even if Hanlan was
not handling the ball. While they could not capitalize on the open threes inside the arc, the Eagles shot
52.1 percent, good for 36th in the nation. Christian’s
use of Hanlan coming offof screens allowed others,
like Brown and Heckmann, to attack their men off
the dribble with the defense already distracted.
Floor spacing was often excellent, leading to clean
looks everywhere.
On defense, despite having only one heavy-minutes player over 6-foot-6 (7-foot-l Dennis Clifford),
Christian crafted a system that ranked 147thin the
country by Pomeroy’s stats, BC’s highest ranking by
that metric since 2010.
Knowing that his team did not stand much of
a chance once the ball got into the paint or the
post, BC often hedged on ball screens to deflect
penetration. Keeping the ball on the perimeter was
a focus of the game plan, especially given the high
percentage looks most teams got once they broke
down the defense. Despite trying to keep the ball
outside, BC only allowed opponents to score 24.6
percent of their points from downtown, good for
49th in the country.
On both ends of the court, the players fully
bought into the system Christian ran, showing
great trust in their new coach. With effective tactical systems and a winning culture now in place,
the environment is ripe for improvement. Add in
the commitment of A.J. Turner early in the season,
and BC’s first top 150 recruit since 2007, the fruits
of success reaped this season are already paving
the way for the long road back to respectability, a
journey Christian is confident his club will eventually make. ¦

Wade, revamped offensive line debut in snowy Alumni Stadium
From Spring Football, Cl
just as simple of that. Next year we’ll have it, but
we don’t right now.”
Overall, the offensive line showed potential,
but there were frequent lapses that left multiple
defensive players with unabated paths to the quarterback. Addazio expects Bowen, Jon Baker, Frank
Taylor, and Harris Williams to make up four-fifths
of the offensive line, with a battle expected for the
right tackle spot. Baker is the only non-senior in
that group.
Despite the fact that none of those players
started last year, they have each spent multiple
years on the team, something that Bowen said will
help in the beginning of the year.
“We got a lot of older guys coming back,” Taylor
said. “And I think we can all step up and contribute
to filling in the missing pieces.”

The other major loss for BC last season was the
departure of Murphy, whose shoes are expected to
be filled by Wade. The sophomore from Middletown, Del. has the wheels to break offa big run, but
feels more comfortable throwing the ball—something Addazio was willing to let him do.
Wade had a strong presence in the pocket, hitting the target on his short throws. His accuracy
struggled on deeper passes, but Saturday was
Wade’s first-ever game in the snow.
“Quarterbacks normally aren’t too fond of the
snow, but it was definitely fun,” Wade said. “We
were happy to just out there with each other on
the last day of spring practice.”
Addazio commended Wade’s ability to throw
the ball, saying that it will add another dimension
to a BC offense that finished 124th in the country
in passing yards last season.
“I’m really encouraged watching us throw the

ball, even today in the snow,” Addazio said. “I really
like seeing that and I’m excited about what it will
bring to our system.”
Early in the season while he is still getting
acclimated to the college game, Wade—when he
is not running himself—will
count on his fourheaded monster in the backfield. The Eagles used
a combination ofrunning backs Jonathan Hilliman,
Myles Willis, Tyler Rouse, and Marcus Outlow last
season, and each player is returning this upcoming
year. Add reverse specialist Sherman Alston into
the mix, and Addazio will have plenty of options
on the ground.
While committed to a balanced offense,
Addazio said that he would do whatever it took
to win—even if it meant running the ball on every

play.
“If our strength on offense is in balance, we’ll
play with balance,” Addazio said. “To me, it’s just

ROUND UP
M. TENNIS

Men’s tennis traveled to
Florida for the weekend, beginning its travels on Friday
in Tallahassee against Florida
State before moving to Coral
Gables on Sunday for a test from the University of Miami.
The team’s exploits against FSU were
unsuccessful for the most part, losing all
matches except for one. Conor Mullins
bested the Seminoles’ Jack Haffey in the No.
6 spot.
The men fared similarly against Miami
at the Neill Schiff Tennis Center, losing 6-1,
again. This time, however, the lone point
came in the doubles, as Hank Workman and
Kyle Childree brought home one point for
the Eagles.
The 6-11 Eagles have yet to win a match
against a conference opponent, and they sit
at the bottom of the ACC with an 0-6 record.
The road does not get any easier next weekend, as BC heads down to North Carolina
for a weekend with matchups against UNC,

BY ALEX STANLEY

W. TENNIS
Women’s tennis made

all of the same stops as the
men, but happened to be a
bit more successful in their
matches. The team bested
FSU 4-3 on Friday afternoon. Jessica Wacnik
and Lexi Borr continued its dynamic doubles
run, stretching its overall record to 12-2.
The Eagles then won threeof six matches
in the singles competition, drawing on help
from Asiya Dair, Borr, and Emily Safron, who
all walked away from FSU with wins.
“Great team win,” head coach Nigel Bentley said. “I thought we played with a lot of
confidence tonight and the key was winning
a few tight tiebreakers. Everyone contributed

today.”
Their winning ways ended at Miami,
where they suffered the same fate as the men,
but with two wins instead of one.
Borr and Wacnik claimed the victories in
their singles’ matches, but lost when it came
to

the doubles.
The Eagles currently have a 10-7 record.

about what you need to do to win. The rest of it
doesn’t matter to me.”
On the other side of the ball, the defensive unit
is suffering the loss of captain Dominique Williams and safety Sean Sylvia, but remains largely
unchanged aside from a few changes up front.
Defensive back Justin Simmons noted that the
defense has placed a high priority on speed this
offseason, and it shows on the field.
“This defense in particular is the fastest we’ve
had in a while,” Simmons said. “We focus on running to the football, crowding around the ball, and
making sure we have all 11 heads to the football.”
Addazio also used the event as a platform
to campaign for an indoor facility, highlighting
Saturday as the perfect opportunity to make use
of such. This is the second time this week he has
appealed to the media, mentioning the need for a
permanent indoor facility to help with recruiting

TRACK
Both track teams traveled to Raleigh, N.C. to
partake in the Raleigh
Relays, hosted by NC
State. The meet was held
on both Friday and Saturday, and signaled the start of outdoor track
season. One standout on the men’s side of
events was James Newhouse, who slipped
in under 31 minutes in the 10k.
Collin Fedor did well in three total
events, but notablyran a 59.5 second 400meter dash.
For the women, Kristen McDonagh

started the meet off well for the Eagles,
and nearly missed out on a win in the high
jump.
The women’s 4x1500 relay team took
home the win by five seconds, and the
4x400 relay team placed No. 7 overall at
the meet.
Danielle Winslow and Isabelle Kennedy
both reached personal records in the 1500
meter.

HEIGHTS STAFF

ROWING
The rowing team did not partake in its
planned Beanpot due to weather conditions.

The rowing Beanpot is indefinitely
postponed to a later date.
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Earn up to $1,200/month and
give the gift of family through
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ACROSS
1 Start of a word
ladder
5 Word ladder,
part 2
9 Word ladder,
part 3
13 Muscat native
15 Rough words
16 “A Death in the
Family” author
17 Tech giant
18 Alienated
20 Parts of wedding

AD?

donor

program. Convenient Cambridge
location. Apply online: SPERM-

EMAIL

BANK.com.

ADS@BCHEIGHTS.COM

Ic

scenes

22 Word ladder,
part 4
23 Buttocks muscle
25 Clothing
30 Deadly biter
31 Bites playfully
33 Touch-y service
company?
34 It might be twisted
36 “I” on a road sign
37 “West Side Story”
song, or a hopedfor response after
experiencing the
transition in this
puzzle’s word
ladder
39 Positive particle
41 Advertising target
42 Like some
cereals
43 Filter
44 Political initials
since 1884
47 Tut, e.g.
49 Pudding starch
52 Word ladder,
part 5
54 Picnic downer
55 Get-together
request
60 Blue dyes
61 Word of dismissal
62
kidding?”
63 Part of an
address, maybe
64 Word ladder,
part 6
65 Word ladder,
part 7
66 End of the word

payment app

WE ALL LOVE FOOD, SO LOAD MONEY, SPEND MONEY
Buy one large 16oz one lopping pizzo.gel
a second half off. Valid offer one per day.
153 SUTVCRLANO no. BRGHTON MA 021*

IN

Buy one entree, get a second half off.
Valid offer one per day.

m QUE»ISBeRnr

»y£a
ST. BOSTON. MA 08215

BLACKJACK
PASTA Jkar

Not to be combined with any other offer. Exclusive to looped In usera
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From homeless

J

SI

to Harvard.

ladder

DOWN
1 Be extremely
excited
2 Modern
messages
3 Devours

AMBITION

BY

Daniel Nierenberg

4 Showed

reverence, in a

way
5 ‘The Gold-Bug”
author
6 Once, old-style
7 Fragrant
compounds
8 North or South
follower
9 God of
shepherds
10 Whisking target
11 Broad size
12 ‘The Simpsons”
characterwho
says “Okilydokily!”
14 “Got it!”
19 Bring to life
21 Submerged
24 Cat’s perch,
perhaps
26 Diner freebies
27 Anxious
28 Glaswegian’s
negative
29 Original
Dungeons &
Dragons co.
32 Brand originally
named Brad’s
Drink
you”
34
35 One just born
“

VISIT
BCHEIGHTS.COM
FOR UPDATED
NEWS EVERY
DAY OF THE
WEEK.
36 Change symbols,
in math
37 Wee bit
38 It may be inflatable
39 Father
40 Cheerleader’s
shout
43 “Holy cow!”
44 Accompany
45 Spots on a
peacock train
46 Astronomical
distance

48 Resistance-

related

50 Slangy “Superb!”
51 Corinthian
cousin
53 90-year-old soft
drink
55 Missouri hrs.
56 Sound at a spa
57 ‘There’s
in
‘team’”
58 Prevailed
59 Sign of perfection
_
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April Registration Calendar for Summer and Fall 2015

Course Information and Schedule

The Course Information and Schedule in the Agora Portal now offers more convenient ways
to explore BC’s academic offerings. This searchable schedule includes course descriptions,
faculty, and meeting times. You may search by term, school, keyword, and subject code
(required for A&S courses).

Course Information and Schedule
Please select one ofthefollowing
Course Search
to Boston College's Course Schedule.

nvite you to explore thefull breadth and depth of ouracademic offerings. This searchableschedule includes
assignments. You may search by term, school, keyword, and subject code (required for A&Scourses). Click on
course evaluations, and textbook information, ifavailable.

Syllabus
View

Search

Course Evi

You can customize your search by using filters to select course number ranges, course levels,
meeting days and times, credit hours, and open or closed courses. Remember to clear your
filters or Start Over when you begin anew search.

Graduate Students: Registration begins at 8:00 a.m.
BCSSW: Summer courses for students in the Class of 2016 will open at 7 p.m.
**BCSSW: Fall courses for students in the Class of 2016 will open at 7 p.m.
All other courses will open at 7:30 p.m.
*

A&S, LSOE, and CSON undergraduate students should contact their academic
advisors for academic advising and registration materials. CSOM Class of 2016
and 2017 should contact their academic advisors for academic advising and
registration materials. CSOM Class of 2018 will receive their registration materials
from their Portico professors.

To expand information about a course, click on More Detail to view the short course
description. Click on the course title to view a more detailed course description, including
any course prerequisites or corequisites and Core requirements, and links to syllabi, course
evaluations, and textbook information, if available. Access to course evaluation surveys and
syllabi are also available from the Course Information and Schedule landing page.

V.

Summer Registration: Day students may register for BC summer courses in
the Office of Student Services in Lyons Hall. Students must present a Course
Approval Form signed by their Dean anytime after their registration appointment
time. If you need permission from AHANA Student Programs or Learning
Resources for Student Athletes, contact those offices directly for instructions
regarding summer registration. For more information about summer registration,
visit www.bc.edu/registration.
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Ferrell and Hart come together in edgy, crass comedy ‘Get Hard’
By

Hannah

McLaughlin

Heights Staff
These days, it seems the recipe to a slipshod comedy is simple—a dash of racism
here, a pinch of explicit language there. You
mix in two big-name comedians and fervently

hope that the finished product doesn’t fall flat.
Fortunately for director Etan Cohen, GetHard
is absurdly stupid enough to entertain.
Comedian
Kevin
Hart joins
Will Ferrell in the
latest entry ofR-rated buddy comedies. Get
Hard’s hackneyed hijinks and overused innuendos should identify it as a poorly-produced picture—yet, the two stars’ delivery
and evident chemistry just barely separate
Get Hard from every other bromance film
in the industry. Though the plot and absurd
events that transpire through the film aren’t
terribly original, they will surprise viewers
with their unapologetic crassness. The film
finds a way to make you laugh even when

GETHARD
Etan Cohen

you’d normally know better.
James King (Ferrell) is a high-rolling
businessman whose elevated ego and shameless self-obsession make him a stereotypical,
insensitive rich guy with no concern for anyone but himself. James boasts an extravagant
mansion, a beautiful wife, and an even more

beautiful sports car—all

of which contribute

significantly to the lavish way oflife that James
has always known.
That is, until he is wrongfully convicted
of fraud. Under house arrest until he’ll have
to serve 10 years at San Quentin State Prison,
James is distraught over his bad luck and is
certain that he will never last in prison. As if
by fate, Jamesruns into Darnell Lewis (Hart), a
man who runs the small car washing business
located below James’ officebuilding. James assumes Darnell has served time in jail and can
help him survive his stay in the big house.
Despite, youknow, never serving jail time,
Darnell decides to go along with the charade
to get the money he so desperately needs to
expand his business. Compiling a list of what
he assumes are the most necessary skills to
master before being incarcerated, Darnell
attempts to teach a desperate and gullible

James everything he’ll need to harden his
demeanor and inspire fear into potential opponents in prison.
Relying on physical comedy and sexually
suggestive one-liners to elicit laughs from the
audience, the film lacks quality writing and
original material. Substituting expletives for
actual substance, the dialogue between the
main characters is only entertaining because
of the men who deliver them. A confusing
combination of horrifically cheesy humor
and cleverly strung comedic moments, the
movie actually makes viewers unsure of how
they should feel.
As James’ incarceration expert, Darnell
transforms the mansion into a mock-prison
complete with barbed-wire, agitated prison
inmates, and strict rules to help James assimilate into a life behind bars. Forcing James
to pick fights, talk dirty, and be-friend gang
members, Darnell makes for a convincing
ex-convict whose simulations ofprison riots
and pat downs prepare James for survivalin
the slammer.
When James’ powerful future father-inlaw fails to get his sentence repealed, he is
forced to take matters into his own hands.

PHOTO COURTESY OF WARNER BROS. PICTURES

The two comedy icons possess an intriguing chemistry in theirfirst collaboration.
With Darnell’s invaluable assistance, the men
try everything to prove James’ innocence and
clear his notorious name.
Though the acting was not at all incredible, Hart and Farrell’s natural humor
was present through every scene. The unlikelypairing is perfect for the film’s premise, and the two actor’s personalities and
comedic styles meshed well together.
Despite the fact that the film was

precariously tied to inappropriate plot
points and crude jokes, Cohen produced
a funny movie with characters whose
absurd antics should entertain the masses
and elicit the laughs they were looking
for. Joining the countless crass movies
made simply to generate laughs from
moviegoers—like 21 Jump Street and The
Hangover, Get Hard succeeds in its inappropriate mediocrity. ¦

Just another boy-meets-alien film

PHOTO COURTESY OF DREAMWORKS ANIMATION

WEEKEND BOX OFFICE REPORT
TITLE

PHOTO COURTESYOF DREAMWORKS ANIMATION

Jim Parsons, Rihanna, and Steve Martin lend their voces to ‘Home,’ evoking the unlikely pairs from films of old with a hip new score.
By Rhoda

Morrison

Heights Staff
Okay, so it’s not a unique storyline in
today’s world of film. A human child meets
an alien and, despite being from different
worlds, an unbreakable bond forms between
them. The concept was first introduced back in
1982, when children and adults fell in lovewith
Steven Spielberg’s £.71, which has been called
one of the

HOME

Tim Johnson

greatest

children’s
movies of
all time.
Dis-

ney employed the same idea in Lilo and
Stitch 20 years later, most likely driven by
the overwhelming success of its innovative
predecessor. Since then, there has been a
surge in children’s sci-fi movies which provide both escapism to other wacky worlds
and emphasize that friendship comes in
all shapes and sizes. This year, with a title
clearly reminiscent of E.T.’s famous catchphrase, DreamWorks have jumped on the
bandwagon with Homes, fun yet predictable
attempt to put a modern twist on Spielberg’s

masterpiece.
Inspired by the 2007 children’s novel,
The True Meaning o f Smekday by Adam Rex,
Home tells the story of Oh (Jim Parsons), an
overly-enthusiastic and clueless member of
“the Boov”—a
bizarre race, led by Captain
Smek (Steve Martin), whose natural instinct

is to flee from danger. When the Boov invade
Earth, in order to hide from the Gorg, their
mortal enemy, Oh accidentally sends an email
to the entire universe (including the Gorg)
divulging their new “secret” location. In the
process ofrunning awayfrom his own people,
Oh meets Tip (Rihanna), a spunky young girl
who, along with her cat Pig, has managed to
escape capture. Inorder to save the world from
a Gorg attack andreunite Tip with her mother
(Jennifer Lopez), Oh and Tip join forces and,
yes, you guessed it, become thebest offriends
in the process. Far from a straight-forward
plot, however, the problems continue even
after the email is prevented from reaching the
Gorg, and Tip’s mother is found. The many
twists and turns that follow prove difficultfor
even an adult to keep up with, never mind a
young child.
While Home is certainly not destined to
win a prize for most original(or cohesive) plot,
Jim Parsons and Steve Martin, the voices ofOh
and Captain Smek, steal the show. These two
characters are sources of entertainment and
comedy while providing welcomed breaks
from Tip’s sulky tantrums. Much of this, of
course, is thanks to the well-written script by
Tom J. Astle and Matt Ember. Judging by the
spontaneous bursts of high-pitched giggles
throughout the theatre, Astle and Ember’s
jokes, paired with Parson’s comical voice and
perfect delivery, are exactly what children
today want to hear.
Unfortunately, what the dialogue unexpectedly lacks in cheesiness, the soundtrack

makes up for. It’s almost impossible not to
cringe at the fact that the movie is punctuated
at regular intervals by a generic soundtrack
made up of several of Rihanna and Jennifer
Lopez’s own hits. These two ladies obviously
saw the film as an opportunity to promote
themselves as singers as well as actors. One
can’t help but questionhow on earthRihanna’s
“Only Girl in the World” has any place in a
children’s film about a little purple alien.
More concerning, however, is the fact that,
in a film which is supposed to highlight the
importance of having a friend, the characters’
relationship with technology dominatesthe
film. With an email at the center of the plot,
and Tip’s dependence on her iPhone to find
her mother, Home is the depressing realization
thatchildhood is not what it used to be. This is
a world in which bikes have been replaced by
mobile phones and fresh air is often avoided.
There is no doubtthat Home, packed full
of comedy and color, will be extremelypopular with young audiences. Staying true to the
film’s title, Dream Works have undoubtedly
played it safe, as Home displays nothing that
we haven’t seen before. Instead,DreamWorks
keeps to its comfort zone, employing an
overused plotline, all-star cast, and popular
music to ensure high box-office ratings. The
worst part, however, is that Home draws attention to the sad truth of today-that a simple
trail of Reese’s Pieces and a moonlit bicycle
ride are no longer enough to meet the evergrowing demands of today’s iPad-dependent
10-year-olds. ¦

WEEKEND GROSS

WEEKS IN RELEASE

1. HOME

54.0

1

2. GET HARD

34.6

1

3. INSURGENT

22.1

2

4. CINDERELLA

17.5

3

5. IT FOLLOWS

4.0

3

6. KINGSMAN: THE SECRET SERVICE

3.1

7

7. RUN ALL NIGHT

2.2

3

8. THE SECOND BEST EXOTIC MARIGOLD HOTEL 2.2

4

9. DO YOU BELIEVE?

2.2

2

10. THE GUNMAN

2.0

2
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BESTSELLERS OF HARDCOVER FICTION
1. THE GIRL ON THE TRAIN
Paula Hawkins
2. ALL THE LIGHT WE CANNOT
SEE
Anthony Doerr
3. NYPD RED 3
James Patterson &
Marshall Karp
4. A DANGEROUS PLACE
Jacqueline Winspear

5. A SPOOL OF BLUE THREAD
Anne Tyler

6. THE BURIED GIANT
Kazuo Ishiguro
7. ENDANGERED
C. J. Box
8. THE NIGHTINGALE
Kristin Hannah
9. THE ASSASSIN
Clive Cussler &
Justin Scott
10. LAST ONE HOME
Debbie Macomber
SOURCE: New York Times

‘It’ follows old-school horror techniques, genuinely frightens
By Liz

Holman

Heights Staff
It Follows is a new horror film,
written and directed by David Robert
Mitchell, that captures the essence of
nightmares—that feeling that something is after you and you’re never quite
quick enough to be rid of it. This retro
film uses clever cinematoeraphy and
a high

IT FOLLOWS

David Robert Mitchell

strung
score
to build

tension
without
using too much gore, which separates
it from other horror films.
Maika Monroe stars as teenage
Jay Height, who begins dating Hugh
(Jake Weary), the handsome new guy
in town. After the two go on a few
dates and have sex for the first time,
Jay realizes that something is terribly
wrong. Something begins to follow her,
something that, according to Hugh, she
can only “pass on” to someone else by
having sex with them. Now, if you’re

thinking this is a movie about an STD,
you’d be wrong, but not too far off.
Instead, what he’s talking about is
a curse that causes an evil “thing” to
follow her, no matter where she is. It
may be slow, but it’s always walking in
her direction. And it can look like anyone —like
a stranger, a friend, a family
member, whatever it needs to look like
to get close to her. Hugh warns her that
if she lets this thing catch her, it will kill
her, and then go after him again. The
safest thing to do is to pass on the curse
before it’s too late.
Jay’s friends don’t believe this story
at first, but they try to keep a close eye
on her to make sure she’s okay. All of
them, including Yara (Olivia Luccardi),
Kelly (Lili Sepe), Paul (Keir Gilchrist)
and her neighbor, Greg Hannigan
(Daniel Zovatto) even decide to set out
looking for Hugh, in order to prove to
Jay that none of this stuff is real however. After finding and talking to him,
they realize that it’s even more real than
they could’ve ever imagined.
As innovative as this film is, with its
retro feel and use of old-school horror

film elements to achieve its goal, one of
the drawbacks of it lies in its character
development. Jay’s friends, and arguably every other character besides her,
lack a certain dynamic. Although this
isn’t necessarily a bad thing, as they
do a good job of acting frightened and
concerned, it feels as though pieces of
the story are missing. The only other
character that receives a little bit more
depth is Paul, and that’s due to his
infatuation with Jay. Mitchell relies on
small details and metaphors to create something different, but perhaps
the main detail he was missing was a

developed cast.
In addition to the characters, some
of the plot points are left a bit too ambiguous, such as the rules of what “It”
can and cannot do and the usual “where
the parents are throughout this whole
movie” that a horror movie has to deal
with at some point. Some things are
just not explained, such as the relationship between Jay and Paul and scenes
that seem to have been thrown in for
an easy scare, without really fitting
into the plot. Even the ending appears
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For the better, ‘lt Follows’ ignores the gory visuals of most of today’s horror films.
open-ended,
despite the fact that the director was
going for something speculative.
It Follows certainly received a lot of
hype from screenings at film festivals
to have been left a bit too

and Rotten Tomatoes, and it lives up to

that hype, mostly. But it isn’t perfect.
One thing I can promise you, though, is
that you’ll be looking over your shoulder
and finding yourself running away from
slow walkers for at least a day or two
after watching it. ¦
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Gaffney’s ‘People Weren’t Meant to Sing’ features those who actually can

DREW HOO / HEIGHTS EDITOR

With accompaniment and writing by Gaffney (left), ‘People Weren’t Meant to Sing’ brings personal experiences, comedy, and theatricalityto light with pieces such as ‘Where Are They Now’ (middle) and “Our Best Shot’ (right).
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danced across the stage, acting out the
lyrics through interpretative dance.
In a musical interlude, Gaffney himself took to the microphone in a piece
titled, “End It All” or “The ‘lndulge the
Composer’ Song.” In the slow musical
number, Gaffney connoted personal experience and genuine emotion through
piano and song. “There’s nothing out
there for me,” Gaffney sang in one verse,
expressing honest sentiment in a rare
moment of solemnity during the show.
In “The ‘Quartet for 8 People’ Song,”

eight members of the cast emerged
onstage. Performed by Sarah Whalen,
A&S ’lB, Kathryn Raskin, A&S ’l5, Kate
Weidenman, LSOE ’l6, Jenna Corcoran,
A&S ’l7, Chris Losco, A&S ’l7, John
Robert Scordino, A&S ’l7, Chris Pinto,
and Ryan Cooper, both A&S ’l6, the
musical number featured four members
at a time singing in unison, alternating
between each grouping. Incorporating
lyrics from Edgar Allan Poe’s “Deep in
Earth” couplet, the song was notable
for conveying classical poetry in song
and stood as one of the more unique
moments of the show.

Written by Sam Goober, A&S T5,
“Our Best Shot” featured Goober and
Jared Reinfeldt, A&S 'l6, in a tonguein-cheek piece about relationships and
romantic love. Fittingly titled, “The 'Not
a Love’ Song,” Goober and Reinfeldt
detailed the progression of a failed
relationship. Their playful humor and
use of recognizable tropes in romantic
relationships focused the song on rentable experiences. Reinfeldt and Goober
sang, in the ending verse of the song,
“Our love was good in principle, in
practice it was not.”
In one of the more standout musical

renditions in the song cycle, Julia James,
A&S’l7, sang about menstruation in
“My Period Song” (or “The “Shocking
For Some of You, All Too Real for the
Rest’ Song”). James specifically sang “for
the boys in attendance,” recounting the
hardships and difficulties surrounding
menstruation. James sang of period pain
by focusing on humorous anecdotes and

personal experience.
The last musical number, “Where
Are They Now,” featured David Makransky, A&S T7, in a slow ballad. Alternatively titled, “The ‘Please Sing Just One
More’ ‘A’ For Us’ Song,” the rendition

highlighted Makransky’s strong vocals
in the emotionally evocative performance. Makransky was later joined by
the rest of the ensemble in the reprise
of the song.
Gaffney’s People Weren’t Meant
to Sing infused both comedy and moments of poignancy through clever lyricism and relatable themes. “My Period
Song” and “Our Best Shot” combined
realistic anecdotes and meaningful experience with comedy. And with “One
Note,” “Quartet for 8 People,” and “Out
Damned Spot,” Gaffney wasn’t afraidto
take risks, either. ¦

Fleabag stages spring show in Cabaret Room
responded, “I wasn’t sure where we stood
as roommates so I decided to stick my
foot in yourpeanut butter.” Soon, the two
decided to stick their feet in each other’s
peanut butter and jelly together, but as
they were bending down, they accidentally
ended up on top of each other. Genovese,
one of the directors, then shouted out
that the scene needs to be shorter, so he
limited it to 30 seconds. He continuesdto
limit the scene until it solely became
Genovese yelling “Peanut butter!” Halter
yelling “Jelly!” and both of them jumping
on top of each other.
In another standout game, Hoffman
and Katron used their positions, as set
up by an audience member, to create a
scene about a butternut squash harvest
and the rekindling of a relationship
between farmer and field mouse.
Hoffman, the farmer, spotted Katron,
the field mouse, eating all of her crops.

After discovering that the field mouse
was actually rather well-groomed,
however, they decided to work it out.
Alex Dzialo, A&S T5, and Prall then
joined them on stage, asking Hoffman,
“Hey Ma, why ya talkin’ to a field
mouse?” In the end, everyone except
for Dzialo decided to join in on a group
hug. Dzialo wouldn’t even look at the
field mouse.
The group ended the show with
a final song, the theme of which was
“panty droppers.” All clad in boxers, the
members performed a slew of hilarious
musical numbers about BC. Schaefer
sang, “Better get me an Honest Tea or
that’s the last you’ll see of me!” Elzeini
rapped —and the group ended on the
same final note —“I
like the way you
preach it... Go Iggity!”
All in all, My Mother’s Fleabag did
just what was expected—the group’s
jokes made for countless laughs. There’s
a reason that so many people flock

to see them. Each member of the

group feeds off each other’s energy,
adding a piece of themselves to each
performance, and ultimately creating
an unforgettable scene.
Hoffman described the group well.
“Fleabag is an extraordinary world,”
she said. “The way every practice feels
like coming home, the way we can read
each other’s minds, the feeling of security
on stage because there’s a family backing
us up
it really is extraordinary. We’re
so confident up there because we know
there are 10 brothers and sisters that
have our backs.”
The group clearly had a blast on stage,
and the audience had a blast as a result.
This year’s directors, Sean Bloomstine,
A&S T5, Dzialo and Genovese, left their
roles with a bang, as they put on one
hell of a final show this weekend. There’s
no doubt that their charisma has left a
lasting impression on audiences over
these past four years at BC. ¦
...
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My Mother’s Fleabag bought comedic skits and a musical number to its 35th Anniversary Big Spring Show in Vandy Cabaret Room.

How the age
Ariana

Igneri

The one thing that helped One
Direction build its career is now the
same thing that’s breaking it into

pieces.
Social media transformed the
boys from X-Factor third placers to
the world’s biggest pop group almost
overnight. Since being cobbled
together by Simon Cowell in 2010,
One Direction has released four No.
1 Billboard chart-topping albums,
garnered well over 3.3 billion views on
YouTube, and grossed $290 million on
tour in 2014—eclipsing
ticket sales by
Justin Timberlake, the Rolling Stones,
and even Katy Perry.
The fast-paced, frenzy-fueled
world of Facebook, Twitter, and
Instagram made One Direction an
instant hit. Born into a world of
constant communication, the band’s
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BC bOp! performs “Moondance,” “Can’t Take My Eyes Off of You,” and “All About the Bass.”

bOpFLIX hits the stage with
jazzytunes and classic covers
From bOp!, from C
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show’s opening number, “Smack Dab in
the Middle.” Another great collaboration
involved Andrew Jones, A&S ’l5, and
Marian Wyman, A&S ’lB, and a decked out
“Doo-Wop” trio performing an iteration of
Meghan Trainor’s “All About That Bass.”
These segments were irresistible fun and
the audience got a kick out of the golden
clad trio consisting of Mike Mastellone,
CSOM TB, Matt Hewett, A&S T6, and
John Robertson, A&S T6.
Coming back from intermission, a few
members of the ensemble came together
for a rendition of Van Morrison’s beloved
“Moondance.” Adam Fung, A&S T6, and
Anne Wilder, CSOM T6, were the stars of
the cover, delivering the renowned chorus
with excellent tone and pitch. The pace of
the song might have been a bit quicker
than fans of the song might have predicted,
but bOp! didn’t fail to impress with its immaculate cover.
Speaking of covers, Mike Mastellone
performed his distinguishable and outstanding cover of Frankie Valli’s timeless
hit, “Can’t Take My Eyes Off You.” It’s really
chilling to hear this ballad belted out with

such force and conviction. Mastellone had
the audience in the palm of his hand, shouting and cheering with unmatched fervor.
Hopefully Mastellone finds another hit that
he can make entirely his own. If “Can’t Take
My Eyes Off You” is just the first he takes
on, who knows what he can do with a few
more classics under his belt?
While hearing “Can’t Take My Eyes
Off You” again was a complete delight,
bOpflix did seem to rely a little heavily on
the jazz ensemble’s standard repertoire.
If a viewer had been to the previous bOp!
show, doubtlessly they recognized a few
songs from that set. Granted, that show
might have featured a smaller venue, but
fans of the ensemble might have wanted to
hear a little bit less of what the group has
already performed.
For bOpFLIX, BC bOp! delivered on all
fronts. Displaying its eclectic and impressive range of personal and group talent, the
jazz ensemble held nothing back. BC bOp!
traversed the spectrum of jazz, going from
more canonical jazzclassics to contemporary
pieces like Trainor’s “All About That Bass” and
Morrison’s “Moondance.” Apparently, bOp!
has discovered the secret of how to collectively feel the music that they perform. ¦

of technology felled the once unstoppable One Direction
fans launched the group to stardom
using digital platforms unlike ever
before. The Backstreet Boys and ’N
Sync couldn’t have imagined having
the kind of relationship with its followers as One Direction has with its
fans. The technology just wasn’t what
it is today.
Social media has given One Direction fans a stake in the band’s identity—for better or worse. With direct
access to each individual member as
well as to the collective whole, the
group’s followers can express support
as easily as they can spread rumors.
They can push the band forward—like
they’ve done over the past five years—just as simply as they can pull it apart,
as was the case on Wednesday when

singer Zayn Malik announced that he
was leaving the group.
In a public statement first posted
on One Direction’s Facebook page,
Malik claimed his decision to call it

quits with fellow band members Harry
Styles, Liam Payne, Niall Horan, and
Louis Tomlinson was based on him
wanting to be a “normal 22-year-old.”
His reasoning, however might be
more complicated than that.
Right before Malik dropped the
news, he signed off from the band’s
tour in Singapore and the Philippines
due to “stress,” flying back to the Ul<
to patch things up with his fiance
Perrie Edwards. A photo of Malik
intimately embracing another girl had
been circulating online a few days
earlier, which prompted the Twittersphere to erupt in disagreement over
whether he was cheating. His followers took sides. Some defended him,
some condemned him, but nearly all
of them flung their opinions straight
at him, including Malik’s Twitter
handle in their messages so he’d see
what they had to say.
There’s no knowing what actu-

ally happened, but it’s obvious the
situation caused Malik anxiety and
frustration: “I love a girl named Perrie
Edwards,” he tweeted on March 18 in
response to his critics. “There’s a lot
of jealous [people] in this world. I’m
sorry for what it looks like.”
This isn’t the first time Malik faced
the negative side effects of social media. Last spring, he came under heavy
fire for drug usage after a video of him
smoking a joint surfaced on the Internet. When Malik failed to make an
appearance with the rest of the band
on The Today Show, host Matt Lauer
made it his business to pry. Malik was
allegedly absent from the show because he was ill not because he was on
drugs, bandmate Payne said. But fans,
and Lauer, wielded their criticisms
nonetheless.
A couple of months later, Malik

became the target of yet another
social media attack when he aired his

political beliefs over the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Malik, who is British
Pakistani and was raised in the Muslim faith, tweeted “#FreePalestine” in
July 2014, provoking a slew of death
threats from his angry fans in Israel.
As members of the biggest boy
band of the digital age, Malik and
the rest of the group have had to live
under pressures unique to the 21st
century. These online platforms may
have closed the gap between the band
and its fans but they opened the door
to a slew of other problems, including
the constant scrutiny that could have
driven Malik to quit.
For One Direction, social media
has been a double-edged sword —it
carved out a successful career for
band, but it also split it in two.

Ariana Igneri is a senior staff columnist
for The Heights. She can be reached at
arts@bcheights.com.
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Senior directors Alex Dzialo, Sean Bloomstein, and Patrick Genovese orchestratedfour orgainc shows that featured elephants, humpback whales, and strange humans.

My Mother’s Fleabag arrives in the Cabaret Room for a few wacky nights of improv.
By

Liz Holman

Heights

Staff

My Mother’s Fleabag left the group’s historic
venue of the O’Connell House behind and took
on Vandy’s Cabaret Room this weekend for its
35th Anniversary Spring Big Show. The Cabaret

Room—35
times less flammable than O’Connell
and far more spacious—proved a necessary setting
for the group’s Spring Big Show on Friday and
Saturday night. Fleabag came back far bigger than last
semester. The dazzling Amanda Hoffman, A&S T7,
went from blonde to fiery red dye. Tatiana Schaefer,
A&S T6, returned from studying abroad, making an
appearance that was sorely missed in the fall. Even
Sara Elzeini, A&S TB, spat some fire in the group’s
ending opera—there’s no way the O’Connell House
could’ve handled this performance.
Although the Cabaret Room allowed for an
additional 50 people to enjoy the night’s quips, some
folks were still unable to find seats. But that didn’t
deter them—many people elected to stand for the
entire performance or sit on the floor wherever there
was space. People got especially creative on the top
floor, stacking coffee tables, chairs, friends, or literally

anything stackable to be able to see some Fleabaggers
in action. The Cabaret Room immediately felt like
Fleabag turf. The group’s energy made the space
come alive and feel just like every other show in the
old house.
Fleabag has always made its show an interactive
one, allowing the audience to get in on the fun, so the
group naturally started off the night by bringing up
an audience member. The game was called Double
Blind. The audience member was asked to arrange
two of the Fleabaggers into any position they wanted
and, from that position, the Fleabaggers had to create
a scene. Someone could then yell “Freeze!” and two
other members would take it from there. Two notable
moments were when Matt Hession, CSOM T6, and
Schaefer took the stage and Hession yelled out “I’m
sorry but I don’t want any girl scout cookies!” to
which Schaefer responded with a nine millimeter.
Another stand-out scenario occurred in the
Radio DJ segment—once
again, troupe members
took suggestions from the audience for types ofradio
stations. What they came up with was Canadian
NPR, Christian radio, hip-hop’s hottest hits, and
experimental. Chris Prall, CSOM T7, Pat Genovese,
A&S T5, Jenna Postiglione, A&S ’l7, and Hession

put on a hilarious performance as Schaefer switched
from station to station, flipping from “And here we
see where our bacon really comes from, and I ask
you, is it worth it, ay?” to “POP PIP pope POP,” to
"And now for our next tune, ‘God put a baby in me,’”
to popular hit “Ayo, where your girl at?’ ‘Oh she in
labor, she in labor.’”
The troupe thenswitched from improv wear into
costumes for a skit. Hoffman and Genovese played
Boston natives Bobby and Marla, who couldn’t help
but interrupt a tour guide (Elzeini) as she described
Boston’s most popular destinations to two English
Assaf, A&S ’lB, and Prall. As
tourists —Catrin
Elzeini discussed Cambridge and Newbury, Bobby
and Marla countered it with, “Cambridge isn’t real
Bahston,” and, “Newbury? Ya can’t buy a stick a gum
there foh less than 12 dollahs.”
Soon, the Fleabag shirts were back on and Ben
Halter, A&S T6, and Genovese clumsily determine
where they stood in their relationship as roommates
in a game called Half-life. Genovese came up to
Halter and asked, “Hey, uh, why did you stick
your foot in my peanut butter?” to which Halter

See Fleabag, C

Theatricality meets comedy in
Gaffney’s original song cycle

he first steps up to the mic at Bonn Theater. Skittishly weaving back and forth
between the microphone and piano,
Gaffney took a lighthearted, humorous
tone that pervaded the entirety ofPeople
Weren’t Meant to Sing, an original song
cycle written and arranged by Gaffney.
Gaffney conceived People Weren’t
Meant to Sing back in October when he
was faced with a large amount of free
time in between shows. He first composed the opening song, “People Don’t
Listen,” which eventually became the title
song of the show. Arranged around piano
accompaniment, Gaffney’s song cycle
focused not only on the vocal abilities
of the soloists but the meaning behind
the lyrics. Performed by Christy Coco,
A&S T7, and accompanied by Gaffney,
“People Don’t Listen” was referred to as
“Is That What the Title Means?” as the
first of a series of alternate joke song
titles. The music number established
the comedic, tongue-in-cheek mood of
the show.
“Sob Story” (or “The ‘Political’ Song”)
evoked both elements of narrative storytelling and comedy. Performed by Shukra
Salon, LSOE T6, “Sob Story” used personal hardships and difficulties in its
lyricism. Salon played into the ironic
nature of the song title by reiterating, “I
have no sob story.”
Barefoot and clad in a whimsical

See Gaffney, C
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‘Get Hard

BC bOp! struts up and down
Robsham to new and old jazz
By

Chris Fuller

Assoc. Arts S3 Review Editor
“Don’t just play the music—feel it,” Andrew Jones, A&S 'l5, shouted during his
speechin the second act of bOpFLIX, quoting BC bOpl’s general manager Sebastian
Bonaiuto. This Saturday,bOp! lived up to that
motto. Strutting a collection of jazz classics
and covers, Boston College’s jazz ensemble
brought down Robsham with thunderous
applause and scintillating songs.
What’s most impressive about bOp! is its
presentation of individual talent. Whether
it’s the jazz ensemble’s soulful singers,
mesmerizing sax aficionados, passionate
trombonists and trumpeters, or the myriad
ofpercussionists and bassists, practically all
members showed off their skills. Particularly,
the saxophonists’ solos were enrapturing.

‘Home’
’

Will Ferrell, Kevin Hart, and Craig Nelson
join forces for now annual bro-comedy, C
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Soloists, saxophones, and strings stood out in the jazz ensembles bOpFLIX on Saturday

Jim Parsons and Rihanna lend voice-over to

6

another boy-meets-alien children’s flick, C 6

There’s nothing like a howling saxophone,
and the five specialists really knew how to
make them roar. Marie Peduto, A&S ’lB,
stood out among her colleagues in songs such
as “A Penthouse Dawn” and Stevie Wonder’s
“Don’t You Worry ‘Bout A Thing.”
A highlight for the instrumentalists was
the fourth track in the set, “Whims ofChambers.” This was Isaiah Anderson’s, A&S T7,
moment to shine on the bass. Steven Ruse,
A&S T6, followed Anderson with a great
piano solo. This song featured a more oldtimey jazztone than the set’s other pieces and
the tonal shift was warmly welcomed.
The vocalists, alternating every other
song of the performance, exhibited their
collective and individual ability. The instrumentalists even got to sing a few lines in the

See bOp, C

Weekend Box Office Report
Hardcover Bestsellers
So Long, Zayn Malik
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It comes as a surprise how good of an
actor Andrew Gaffney, A&S ’l6, is when

white dress, Cassie Chapados, A&S ’l7,
emerged onstage to perform a rendition
of “Out Damned Spot.” Incorporating
prose from William Shakespeare’s Macbeth, Chapados evoked the image of a
guilt-ridden Lady Macbeth, maddened
by murder and wandering the royal
castle in a delirious state. The title itself,
“Out Damned Spot,” referred to a scene
in Macbeth in which Lady Macbeth
ruminates over how to remove blood
stains. Referred to as “The ‘Psychotic
Murder’ Song,” Chapados’ performance
used both acting and singing in the
performance piece in order to convey
darker themes found in Shakespeare’s
tragic play.
Julianne Quaas, A&S ’l5, then
stepped up to the mic for a performance
of “Vanishing.” Aptly referred to further
as “Dreams Come True,” Quaas’ powerful
vocals and the emotional fervor of the
lyrics backed the unconventional nature
of the song. Alternating between comedic and serious musical pieces, People
Weren’t Meant to Sing elicited laughter
from the audience while also conveying
emotional, personal themes.
“One Note” was composed and sung
entirely in the E key. Performed by Sarah
Mass, A&S T5, the comedic music number used interpretative dance and humorous lyricism. Mass reiterated, much
to her chagrin, how tiresome it was to
sing only one note for the entirety of the
song. Bolstered by impressive vocals and
Gaffney’s piano accompaniment, Mass
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Summer Lin is the Asst. Arts £3 Review
Editorfor The Heights. She can be reached

TWO NIGHTS. FOUR SHOWS. ONE FLEABAG.
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For Robin Thicke and Pharrell Williams, a copyright infringement lawsuit
finds the lines blurred between creative
inspiration and plagiarism. If any Top 40s
station or Billboard Hot 100 list is indicative
enough, the summer of 2013 was Robin
Thicke at his peak. Debuting as a single
off his sixth album, “Blurred Lines” was a
world success, peaking at No. 1 in over 14
countries, and reigning as the longest-running number-one single of 2013. Produced
by Pharrell Williams and featuring T.1.,
“Blurred Lines” is Thicke’s most commercially successful single to date.
The same could not be said for Thicke
in 2014.Following the success of “Blurred
Lines,” the R&B singer released “Get Her
Back,” the leading single off his seventh
album, Paula. It proved to be an ill-fated attempt to win back his ex-wife, Paula Patton.
Paula was a commercial failure, only selling
530 copies in the UK, 550 in Canada, and
158 in Australia. Thicke’s stint with Miley
Cyrus at the 2013 Video Music Awards has
been panned by audiences (with the majority of scrutiny unduly falling upon Cyrus).
The lyrical content of“Blurred Lines” has
been derided as misogynistic by perpetuating rape culture and trivializing sexual assault. Coupled with its controversial music
video, “Blurred Lines” has been critiqued
for making light of sexual consent, with lyrics such as, “I know you want it.”
While the R&B singer’s attempts to win
back public favor have spawned disastrous
results (see: the #Asl<Thicke hashtagbeing
courted with queries about misogyny),
Thicke’s biggest success of his career has
turned out to be his biggest nightmare. On
March 10, a jury found Thicke’s “Blurred
Lines” to have copied elements of Marvin
Gaye’s 1977 song, “Got to Give It Up,”
awarding the Gaye family $7.4 million.
While Thicke and Williams were held liable,
the Gayefamily is seeking to add T.I. and
Interscope Records to theverdict.
The “Blurred Lines” case has had a
resounding impact on the music world —
with artists from JohnLegend to Pharrell
himself weighing in on the implications
of the verdict. Both Legend and Williams
have expressed concern over setting a
precedent for plagiarism. In an interview
with Associated Press, Legend warned that
it would establish a precedentfor musicians
who derive inspiration from other artists.
In an interview with Rolling Stone, Williams
maintains that both he and Thicke wrote
the song without outside influence. “The
verdict handicaps any creator out there
who is making something that might be
inspired by something else,” Williams told
the Financial Times.
Thicke has stated that he was inspired
by Gaye while writing “Blurred Lines”
(which he later retracted, admitting that he
lied about writing the song because he was
jealous of Williams). While it’s obvious that
“Blurred Lines” borrowed elements from
“Got to Give It Up,” the lawsuit is unusual
for the amount of media attention it generated. “Blurred Lines” is not the first song to
be accused ofripping off past artists. Sam
Smith settled a lawsuit in January, agreeing to add Tom Petty as a co-writer to his
single, “Stay With Me” after being accused
of plagiarizing “I Won’t Back Down.” Even
bands such as The Beatles and Radiohead
have been subject to copyright infringement
suits, for “Come Together” and “Creep,”
respectively.
No one is saying we should sympathize
with Thicke for his lack of originality and
having to pay $1.7 million to the Gaye family. With an increasing number of artists
sampling content from previous musicians
in their work, what the “Blurred Lines” case
has proven is that artists have to walk a fine
line between inspiration and plagiarism.
In a follow-up to the case, the Gaye family
has accused Pharrell of copying Gaye in his
2014 hit, “Happy.” As more of these copyright infringement lawsuits reach headlines,
they call into question the integrity of
musical artists and their ability to produce
original work without being accused of
stealing content from their predecessors.

